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-Motion dead!iti©
By ALEXIS GRANT
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
' During their Sept. 26 meeting,
P;

. Presidents' Council affirmed the
decision
of
the
Student
Government Association execurtjtiye committee to change the
¦deadline for motions from
^ Tuesdays to Saturdays. Motions
&re now due five days before each
Thursday meeting, as opposed to
nine days before.
'. SGA had originally intended to
move the motion due date to
Sundays, but in order for agendas
to be posted on SGA's Web site 96
flours before each meeting,
motions must be proposed by
** Saturday. The change is also
intended to give hall presidents
more time to talk with their constituents.
• The SGA executive board
changed the motion deadline after
its first meeting, SGA president
Gretchen Groggel '03 said.
\\ "For the first meeting, [the
deadline] was Tuesday," she said.
" ."We didn't get any [motions] in,
so we moved it temporarily to
Sunday to see what would happen
for the next meeting." Several
presidents made motions in time
for the Sunday deadline.
• . All hall presidents at the meeting voted in favor of the changed
, deadline.
; "This will give [presidents] the
time-to decide what they want to
bring to the table for the next

meeting and give presidents a
longer time to research their
motions," Groggel said.
Chris Surprenant '05, Mary
Low Hall president, opposed the
change, but could not attend the
meeting due to a prior engagement and therefore did not vote. •
"My problem with it is this is
another exampl e oi [SGA executives] not asking us. If s getting to
the point where it's almost ridiculous. It's another example of them
taking away time from the people
they're supposed to represent,"
Surprenant said.
"What this is doing, is putting
more of a priority on getting the
motions in and less of a priority
on talking with constituents," he
said. "The bottom line is, in my
opinion, the longer we have our
newsletters out, the longer people
in the dorm are aware of the agenda, and the more time we have to
discuss."
Heights president Brad Kasnet
'05 proposed the motion.
"This is a great change and
ensures that not only this year, but
in the future, the student bod y
will be well-informed in advance
of what issues will be coming up
at P.C. meetings," he said.
"It gives hall presidents more
time to talk to their dorms about
their opinions and, hopefully, will
encourage more community input
at meetings ' and allow all students' voices to be better represented ," Kasnet said.

Off-Campus Study monitorsnon-Colby programs

By ALEXIS GRANT

ASSISTANTNEWS EDITOR
In order to participate in nonColby-approved programs, students
must file a petition with the Office of
Off-Campus Study requesting permission.
Departments can make recommendationsto OCS to approve programs. It
is sometimes difficult for students to
get credit for a non-Colby-approved
program without the support of a
department, especially if a Colby student has never participated in the program before. Students are strongly
encouraged to seek the support of their
department and advisor.
The Advisory Committee, created
in 1997, works with OCS to approve
new programs and to authorize students' abroad programs.
To determine whether or not the
academic quality of non-Colby programs is acceptable, OCS considers the
program's reputation and the literature
they provide about their curriculum,
Director of Off-Campus Study Martha
Denney said.
It is a "fairly reasonable way of
judging what the [academic] quality
will be,"Denny said.
Study abroad programs tend not to
be as academically rigorous as Colby,
but we "need to weigh the costs and
the benefits," because not all learning
programs approach academics in the
same way as , our ' institution, Denny
said.
OCS also heavily considers student
evaluations to determine the quality of
non-Colby programs. It may cancel
one of its 100 approved programs if it
receives repeated negative feedback
from students.
' ;. On-site visits by faculty also pro-
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Off-Campus stud y has little trouble, evaluating Colby programs; assessing new programs can be hard: ^
vide insight into whether or not a program is suitable for Colby students,
which is why such visits are recommended by the Advisory Committee.
"We're always looking to expand
our on-site program," Denney said.
"The issue isn't money—there is
money available—ifs time. The site
visits are during the semester," when
professors are busy with lectures and
research. ¦
OCS, academic departments and
other College funds provide money for
on-site visits. A portion of a grant given
to the College by the Mellon
Foundation in 1999 totaling $100,000
was allocated to various departments

Open container policy under attack
i

i
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By KATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR
Over the course of Loudness
weekend, 11 open container fines
were given on campus; since that
weekend, seven have been given.
The fine was put in place by the
Student Government Association
four years ago to discourage students from drinking alcoholic beverages outside, which w a s ca using
problems with the Waterville
Police Department.
"The goal was to convince
everyone that the College cared
about the issue of alcohol. It was
particularly important to let the
local authorities know that we
were looking at the issue seriousl y," Vice President of Student
Aff airs and Dean of Students
Janice Kassman said.
According to current policy,
studen ts transporting open containers of alcohol outdoors on
Col b y property and students
bringing open containers to any
college function will be fined $250.
The state of Maine fines 21-yearolds $50 for open cpntainers.
Many students have asked residence hall presidents to have the
fine reduced.
"I have faith that Presidents'
Council will reduce the fine this
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year, We just need more time to
discuss it ," Peter Brush '03, presiden t of Sturtevant Residence Hall
snid,
At Presidents' Council's Sept.

during the 1999-2000 academic year to
help faculty integrate off-campus
study more full y into their curriculum.
Whipple-Goddington Professor
and Chair of the Geology Department
Professor Robert Gastaldo used the
money his department was given "to
go down to Capetown [South Africa]
and talk with the geology department
at the University of Capetown about
using their facilities as well as' their
field station to run courses through the
CBB program," he said.
Gastaldo collaborated with OCS to
organize a new geology program that
will start in the 2004-2005 academic
year.

Distinguished
Professor
of,
Humanities and French Jonathar^
Weiss and Assistant Professor of
French Andre Siamundele traveled ifi
Northern Africa to find quality JanPlan
programs for French majors and to
assess various Colby-approved proV
grams.
V
The Mellon Foundation grant is'
nearly exhausted, Vice President of
Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty
Edward Yeterian said, but an "awanl
has been made to Environmental
Studies just this month and there may
be some additional small awards given
for very specific requests."

College compensates for inflation , student workers get raises
By SUZANNE SKINNER

same job over the course of one year
should receive an additional raise. ;
"If you hit the 150 hour benchThis year students' salaries mark you get the increase, plus a
[
increased significantl y, and new stu- step up increase," Rivera said.
The committee based the system1
dent employees can expect continued increases during their time at on Middlebury's pay structure.
Colby.
Students who worked 150 hours
Student salaries now range from in either of the past two years,"
$6.25 to $7.70 an hour. Previousl y, received a step up this year. The
students were paid between $5.75 Garrison-Foster Business Office only
and $6.45 an hour.
h ad stu de nt records from the past
"It's the biggest increase in a two years, when they put the system
while," Business Office Controller on the Web. Consequently, seniors
Ruben Rivera said.
wh o worked 150 h ours their first
Last October, a committee orga- year will not benefit.
nized by Vice President of
Because the student pay changes
Adm inistrative Affairs W. Arnold were put into affect after the acade-*
Yasinski met to discuss the student mic departments set their annual'
budgets, many departments will go
pay structure.
In February they presented their over budget this year, but the
findings to the College;
College "allowed a budget over-i
"The primary topic was trying to run," Rivera said.
!
find a uniform approach to a uni"The College understood that
form pay structure," Rivera said.
th is would be a fi rst-year affect.";
1
After comparing Colby s pay Rivera said. There is enough money,
structure to other New England in the pool of funds to compensate^
Small College Athletic Conference "Nothing else is being cut."
:!
schools, the committee decided "stuThe committee imp lemented
dents ought to be getting incremen- some other, changes to student
tal ra i ses," Rlvern said.
work-study, as well,
$
Each year, students will receive
"Students can now receive theij
an automatic pay increase based on paychecks throug h direct deposit!
an inflation factor that the College they automated the hiring of shi*
uses when deciding all budgets. The dents, created new web pages, pu |
inflation factor is usually between the job book online and onhancejj
two and three percent,
the advertising of j obs," Student
The committee decided that stu- Financial
Services
Assistar>»
dents who work 150 hours in the Elizabeth Bowen said,
;Xf ¦
MANAGING EDITOR
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In the past , Colby students did not worry about open containers.
26 meeting, Brush moved the

Council recommend a change in

the open conta iner policy suggesting that 21-year-olds be allowed to
carry open containers inside nonsubstance free halls as long as th ey
arc not going in or out of a registered party.
The motion passed 24 to 2.

Brush's original motion asked

Presidents' Council to recommend
a decrease in the open container
fine from $250 to $50 for students
21 or ol d er nnd $150 for students
under 21. Brush decided to change
the . motion after speaking to
Director
of
Peter
Security
Chenevert. who snid Ihe motion.

was not a good idea.
Chenevert w a s away from h i s
off ice and unavailable for comment.
"I don't want to be the one
responsible for police returning to
campus," Brush said. "The
Waterville Police Department has
faith in Colby Security because of
the enforcement of this fine."
Brush said that the new motion
has the "Chenevert seal of
approval."
Associate Dean of Academic
Affairs Mark Serdjenion sa id ,
Continued on Pago 3

Healthy Campus Committee tackles smoking on campus

By KATIEFULLER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Tlio Health y Cnmpus Committee
began the first phase of a three-step
plnn Wednesday, Sept, 25 designed by
tlie American College Health
Association to address prevention,
reduction arid cessation of smoking at
Colby.
Medical Director of the GnrriBonFoster Health Center Dr, Mclnnlo
Thompson, Holon Bnlgooyon , hea d
nurse nt tho. Hojillh Center, Dir ector of
Alumni Relations Margaret Vlens and
Mory Low Mall president Chris
SurprenniU '05 wore nt the mealing.

Dr, Thompson, o strong advocate
for making Colby o smoke-free campus, discussed the steps the committee
is inking to address what she feels Is
"the most Important public issue of our
times,"
Shcboliovcs Colby should mimic n
number of Now England colleges and
universities that currently hove smokcf reo campus es, such ns University of
Mnlnc-Fnrmington nnd Bowdoin,
"My gonl Is not to take nwny anyb ody 's right lo smoke , It In simply to
mnko sum the rights of non-smokers
are respected ns well," Surprenant sn id,
' Tho committee's inltlnl plnn cnlls
far developing a focused workgroup to

the only residential smoke-free
manage the enmpnign for a mnoUcfrcc campus and assess cur- ^djfl lfflR fflgjttfc j,. zones arc inside the four
rent campus policies, j 4 $ S t WlWljfflteh
ip & ^ j . substance-free dorms,
Mow needs to bo
with the help of the ^W8sk
j^K* ^wHk
ono
Colby community, JSr ^HBlk
C
w iftk ^ ' Surprennnt
8n C
"I 'th ink about W
^Bm Tfc J* WWl ' ''
my own kids and I BsE
«fi
just don't want
jRjw. jfflB |L ^**\\ l|
th ere Low, where
|Mary
wore ash,
j
j
m
students lo start, I W& ^KQflffinJH
|
H
IH^
¦
^***»t|
have friends who WL
started smoking nt WL.
.
iH^kj ff jffllr the supposedly
Colby nnd lo this ^fflflL
vmBi. Jaw! chem-free dorm,
dny are trying lo ^flk,
^WHyjMr Now, you're . not
quit ," Vlens snid,
All owed to smoko In n
^i&llHHllttw*ukitttuNmWr
Tho committee hopes to ^"BlfflBjj^ j j f f if lF^
lN certain proximity of tho
, dorm," Surpronnnt sold,
Increase the number of tobaccofree locations on cnmpus, Currently, , "Tho ventilation systems don't enter

jM

i C^vKk in

"' ,lved ,n

Wmff itiil lW t,nyfl r'8 OI,,fi 'do

to people who don't wnnt to smo|J, 1
thnt ," he snid, "Some people In my;
dorm hnvc serious asthma nnd It bolli^
,**
ers them greatly."
The committee is working to obtali*
n $500 grant from Ihe America n Cnnceji
Society to bo used for nnti-smoWng
campaigns,
V
Healthy Cnmpus Committed mem*
hers feel these campaigns, along with ,'
the Great American Smokeout on No\£
21, will help lo make Colby smoko*
¦
free,
_ ;,; .
Dr, Thompson, who served ns tliji
committee's strongest voice, is Interest •;
od If) honrlng the concerns of smokery
nnd non-smokers nlike,
• ,;
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Writers' Center may change
with Sanborn 's retirement
retirement working as a hospice volunteer, traveling and working on
various projects. She is currently fin-;
ishing a collection of essays^ tentatively titled, "Caution: Grief
Working."
Sanborn does not intend to return
to teaching. "Not me, thank you
very much. I'm retiring, retiring."
Her absence will have a profound
affect on the Writers' Center.
"She's been the one constant
we've had in the Writers' Center,"
Mike Bates '01, assistant director of
the Writers' Center, said. "Her ideas
about writing and tutoring have dictated how the center has evolved."
Bates will also be leaving Colby
next year.
Sanborn's retirement "is a really
good opportunity to move in a completely, different direction," Bates
said. "Any institution needs to
change over time."
The College is beginning its
search for Sanborn's ' replacement
and will start interviewing in
December. Candidates will visit the
College in January.
I don t feel like I need to be
cloned," Sanborn said.

By SUZANNE SKINNER
MANAGING EDITOR

People used to joke that "if you
couldn't get fixed at the Writers'
Center, there was God," Professor of
Eng lish and Director of the Farnham
Writers' Center Jean Donovan
Sanborn said, referring- to the time
when the Writers' Center was located in the basement of tlie Chapel.
. After Sanborn's retirement next
year, the Center stands to undergo
another major change when the
College hires a new director.
Sanborn has been the director of
the Writers' Center since its creation
in
1984. The Center was created after
i
faculty complained "students'
thinking was not getting into their
writing," Sanborn said.
', "I sort of had to invent myself,"
and the Writers' Center, Sanborn
Said. "There was no definitive idea,
at the time, of what a writers' center
should be. Now, there are graduate
programs dedicated to studying
how to teach writing," Sanborn said.
"The Writers' Center is in a good
place," Sanborn said, and she feels
comfortable retiring next year.
; Sanborn p lans to spend her

Miller Library is mniiing out of spacev
By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHTJEE
Miller Library is running out of
shelf space. Over the summer, to allow
room for iri&re volumes, the library got
rid of 13,000 journal volumes and
10,000 books.' y
Most of the magazines and books
were sold to second-hand book buyers
and journal vendors or donated to
organizations and faculty, Director of
Colby Libraries Suanne Muehlnersaid.
•• ' Most of the journals are now available online so having them in the basemerit of the library wias unnecessary.
Many of the books that were removed
were duplicates or superceded editions
and many had not been circulated in
several years, Muehlner said.
'We had three sets of collected plays
that took up tons of space," Muehlner
said.
Faculty members had the opportunity to provide input on which books
were removed, "but no one likes to see
books go," Muehlner said.
. Byymaking space in the basement,
librarians were able to more efficiently
use the space available by reorganizing
the stacks in the entire library.
Despite efforts to rearrange the
books, they still take up space, and
according to Muehlner, the library will
have no room for further expansion in
three or five years. Bowdoin and Bates
are facing similar problems.
Miller was last renovated in 1981.
At the time, campus planners tried to
predict the library's growth, "but it
was greater than anticipated,"
Muehlner said.
Now the library must consider
other alternatives. The Library planning committee discussed the possibility of installing more compact shelving
units, like the ones in the basement, but
>*<
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The Bob In

Name: Jibryne Karter
Date of Birth: June 17, 1945
Place of Birth: Waterville, Maine
Education: University of New
Hampshire, majo red in hotel
and restaurant management
Suzanne: Have you lived in
Waterville your whole life?
Gubby: Except for when I was in the
service and in college.
S: When did you purchase the Bob

In?

G: 1972.
S: Did you start it from the ground
up or had it alread y been in exis-

tence?

G: It had been in existence. The Bob
In has been here since probably
1940, '45. It was just a hotdog
stand, and then in 1954 they renovated it and turned it into more of
a restaurant—nightclub.
S: What do you think is the relationship between Colby students and

the Bob In?

G: When we first opened up, we did
a lot of Colby business because the
drinking age was 18 at the time, A
lot of Colby kids would come
down, We were kinda,you know, a
happening place. We were considered what today would be, you
know, a yuppie bar, Not a yuppie
bar. What's the word I'm looking

for?
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G: Yeah, preppy or whatever. When

they changed the drinking law
b ack to 21, there just weren't
enough Colby kids, so we catered
to the locals. But we still did quite
a bit of Colby business up until the
80s. But in recent years, we've
done less. We still get some, in the
springtime for some reason. We

seem to get Colby students who

. come for our Tuesday night bikini
contest and things like that.
S: Do the bikini contest girls work
for you or can anyone enter?
G: No, if s a service that I hire. They
work for the service. I pay the service, who pays them.
S: What was the controversy this
summer with the Waterviile
Sentinell '
G: Tlie controversy was that the girls
were going topless and they
weren't supposed to. There is an
ordinance against topless dancing.

It's a ffecte d us on Tuesd ay nights; i
ifs slowed down. We obviously ' ,"
toned it down to comply with the
ordinance. We only do this for an •
hour. We're basically a dance club.
S: Do you think the bad reputations
you have are d eserved?
G: No. Definitely not. I think we
make news. It used to be years
ago, if we had a fight, any fight, it
made the newspaper. There is a
perception among certain groups
that it is a rough bar. How bad can
it be if I'm the boun cer and I am 57
years old and 50 pounds overweight?
S: What is the blow job contest?
G: Well, for the blow job contest, you_
take a glass that is about four inches long and you make a blow job
and top it off with cream and then
wc have a contest to see which girl
can drink it the sexiest.
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J ibryne "Gubby" Karter, owner of the Bob In since 1972.
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largest selection of domestic nnd
import beers in Centra l Maine

although the use of the storage fadut$
has been budgeted, long-termplans tori
Miller are uncertain. Muehlner cttir"
cussed the possibility of expanding^!'1
library when history,government, ec<J>
nomics and English professors move"
their offices, but the Strategic Plan has
already set that space aside for
Information Technology Service^,
Muehlner said.
,.
For now, the library will continue ^
tc*
try and take advantage of electronic;,
resources and on-going spot checks by
faculty and staff will, ensure the stacks
are not filled with outdated or unuseqt
volumes.
,<

Th is week Managing Ed itor
S uzanne Skin ner sat d own wit h
J ibryne "Cubby " Karter, owner of the
Bob In on 17 Temple Street in
' Waterville.

S: Preppy?

now

Ope n Sun. -Wed. until ? p.m., Thurs , until
now
the
10 p.m.,
Imvc Fri . & Sat, until midnight
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.M§fi?ctayy farther than down' towrf \Vaterville for interesting entertainment. From
Thursday, Oct. 3 through
Saturday, Oct. 5, Waterville
willy be holding its third
annual jazz festival.
Kicking off the festival on
Thursday night will be the
film' "Women in Jazz" at
Railroad Square Theater.
Entrance fee for the mbvie is
$6. At 8 p.m. Oct. 4, the Young
Jazz: Artists of Maine will
hold a concert at The Center,
located on 93 Main Street.
The main event on
Saturday night, Oct. 5 is saxophonist Sonny Fortune and
his Quartet. Fortune, inspired
by
saxophonist
John
Coltrane, played with jazz
greats Miles Davis and Elvin
Jones. Tickets for Sonny
Fortune are $15 for students
in advance. Tickets at the
door are $20. The concert will
be held at the Opera House In
Waterville at 8 p.m. For more
information call 873-7000,

12 pack was $10.99
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In Town

with Colby when sending books to the
storage unit so that one college retains
tlie volumes the other colleges have
moved. This way the books will be
readily available and the colleges will
avoid extraneous shipping and handling fees.
"I look at them as our storage
libraries," Muehlner said of Bates and
Bowdoin, "and they look at us as a way
of saving space."
The three colleges looked into
building a storage facility in Maine, but
such a facility would require a capital
outlay of $3 million, Muehlner said.
There is little mention of the
libraries in the Strategic Plan, and

zkmm^^
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they are very expensive. The automatic shelves downstairs cost $80,000, but
doubled shelf space, Muehlner said.
The more feasible option is an offcampus storage facility to house the
library's excess volumes, but this
option does not come cheap either.
Colby currently plans to store 5,000
volumes off-campus each year. At $5 a
volume a year, plus taxes and retrieval
fees, the annual price for the storage
unit will be in excess of $25,000.
Colby plans to use an off-campus
storage
facility
in
central
Massachusetts. Bates and Bowdoin
have agreed to use the same facility.
Bates and Bowdoin will' collaborate

.
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Electronic stacks in the basement of Miller Library are easy way to save space, but are very costly. PZ+
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Panel disagrees with Bush over rate of Iraq

discounts to students
By KATIE HAMM

DEBORAH DOBERNE /THE COLBY ECHO

Government Professor Kenneth Rodman and UMaine Po litica l Science Professor Mahmud Saksah debate the merits of a war with Ira q.

By MIRANDA SILVERMAN

Nations Charter Rules. The United
States helped draft the United Nations
** " Professors and students gathered Charter, so turning away from it
for a panel discussion Wednesday, would question the authenticity of
Sept. 25 concerning the possibility of other conflicts, he said. The United
the United States going to war against States does not have a clear picture of
whether or not Saddam Hussein has
Iraq.
While none of the professors explic- weapons of mass destruction, Rodman
itly endorsed or argued against the said.
America's traditional methods of
United States going to war, the majorij |y of the presenters disagreed with the deterrence will work better with
Bush administration's campaign to Saddam than with other "addressshow the world that staging a war is less" states or organizations, such as
Al-Qaeda, Rodman said. With a new
necessary.
• .-The members of the panel were security council that has the United
William Cotter Distinguished Teaching Nations permission to "go anywhere,"
Professor
and Chair of the the United States might be able to preGovernment Department Kenneth vent war, he said.
Mansori estimated tlie cost of the
Rodman, Assistant Professor of
war
for the United States government
Economics Kashif Mansori, Assistant
could
reach $15 billion. Each American
{Professor
and
Director
of
the
American
'
would have to pay between
family
Studies
Program
Margaret
McFadden
(
and Mahmud Saksah; professor of $2,000 and $4,000. Mansori argued that
political science at the University of the cost of war would outweigh the
benefits, but asked students, "Would
Maine.
Saksah began the panel discussion, you have paid an extra $ 4,000 to pre•iaying that a United States war against vent Sept. 11?" .
Iraq would undermine peace in the
To enlist 10000 troops, the United
Middle East and the world. With the States might reinstate the draft,
ingoing war on terror and boiling ten- Mansori said. The long-term benefit of
sions in the Middle East, an attack by lower oil prices is at least five to 10
the United States would drive a wedge years away, and concerns about a lack
between America and Muslim coun- of oil will result in a short term spike in
oil prices. The war would lower the
'jSries, Saksah said. ,
• If the United States struck first and GDP by $140 billion and 700,000 peowent to war without clear evidence ple would face unemployment,
that Iraq is a legitimate threat, America Mansori said,
would not only defy the United
By bombarding the major news
Nations Security Council rules of legit- channels and newspapers with biased
ima cy, but it would "encourage other views of the situation in Iraq, the Bush
states to settle their scores" against administration is "running a media
each other, Saksah said.
campaign" to convince the American
- Rodman said he would prefer the people that war is necessary,
jtJriited States to act within the United McFadden said.
/MAFF WRITER

OPEN CONTAINERS Rule less
strict for 21 -year olds
Continued f r om Page 1
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to the vote that our resolution'
could be contradictory to Maine
State Law," Siefert said.
• Council members questioned
whether residence hallways areconsidered public, like apartment'
building hallways, where open
containers are illegal.
Eliza Huleatt '05, sophomore
class representative, also voted
against the motion.
)
"From an HR stand-point, I
think it would be hard to regulate
this policy given the fact that
some sophomores are 21 and some
seniors are not. It would be hard
to determine who is and is not of
age," Huleatt said.

"Currently, a 21 year old student
could walk from one room to
another in a hallway legally. But
parties cannot take place in a hallway, so students, even of age, cannot gather in a hallway to drink."
Daniel Siefert '05, president of
Treworgy Hall, was one of the two
members in the Presidents'
Council to vote against the
motion.
"Mr. Brush did mention that he
had cleared it with the director of
Security,but I was still somewhat
unsure," Siefert said.
"Primarily, it was suggested to
me by another member of the
Council in the minutes leading up
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Thai,Japanese,Korean an4 Vietnamese Cuisine
69 Bay Street Winslow,Maine 04901

Phone 207-877-6688 Fqx: 207-877-6606
Open 7 Days A Week
Heart Healthy Homemacle Food

Free Pelivery!
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Fresh Eclectic Cuisine
Serving Lunch & Dinner
Monday- Saturday 11:00am to 9:30pm. Brunch on Saturday.

Jean Sturtevant

• Quality Vision Care
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Jobl Culver & Tanya Chasse
thebreadbox@alrollnk.net
Also available for Catering

allowed to use their Colby extensions
or mailboxes to conduct business, and
they cannot put advertising in student
mailboxes.:
"The most time-consuming thing
was going to businesses, negotiating
and explaining the plan. Some busi- '
nesses were moreskeptical than others
and didn't find it to be an easy concept," Pfeiffer said.
, The Mule Card costs $10, which
covers overhead costs induding printing and taxes.
Some of the proceeds will be donated to the Colby General Scholarship
Fund.
"We thought it would be nice to '.
give something back to the school,".,'
Pfeiffer said.
;',
"Right now we're around breaking .',
;¦;
even," Pfeiffersaid.
To prevent students from sharing:;
cards, each business is required to ask;!
the student to show the Mule Card and '<
.
their Colby ID.
V
Mule Cards can be purchased any |
time during the .year, and they are;]
effective for the entire 2002-2003 school ;;
year as well as the following summer. ;1
"If everything goes well we are~4
going to try to expand it next spring
and bring in more outside people,"
Pfeiffer said.
Cards are also available for faculty,
and staff.
To purchase a Mule Card, contact
Sielschott or Pfeiffer.

STAFFWRTTER
Students can now receive discounts
at Waterville businesses thanks to two
enterprising Colby juniors.
The Mule Card, created by Tim
Sielschott '04 and Christof Pfeiffer '04,
grants discounts to Colby students at
seven businesses: Steve's Restaurant,
Flo's Flower Cart, C&M Cycle, Prime
Cut Hair & Tanning,Uptown Style and
Red Oak Sports. Card owners are also
entitled to a buy-one-get-one-freedeal
at Papa John's. The businesses get free
advertising, and Sielschott and Pfeiffer
hope to make a profit on the discount
card.
"We got the idea last spring,"
Pfeiffer said. "Tim and I were thinking
about different ways people made
money on campus; there are a couple
of similar programs in existence [at
other schools]."
"At a lot of larger schools, the SGA
gives cards like this away,but thafs
run by the school," Sielschott said.
After conceptualizing the original
idea, "everything else was pretty
straightforward,"Pfeiffer said.
The students met with Bruce
Barnard, manager of the Colby Severns
Bookstore, to discuss using the Colby
name in their new business venture.
Barnard was receptive to the idea as
long as Pfeiffer and Sielschott "did not
put extra burden on Colby facilities for
business purposes," Pfeiffer said.
Sielschott and Pfeiffer are not

Owner

• Fashion Eyewear
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POULIN & ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER

137 Main Street
Waterville , ME
__ „ ._ _ _

166 Silver Street

Wa t erville , ME O4901

873-4090

(207) 873-3500

48 Main St.
Wat.rville , ME 04901
(207) 873-2270
jean tftheclothing gaUery .com

Philip R. Poulin, O.D.
Christopher C. White, O.D.
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Tho Johns Hopkins Post-Baccalaureato Promedlcal Programy
'
prepares college graduates with strong
¦¦¦y,: academic records for
"y : \
?V;
acceptance to the best medical schools by giving them tho
persona! attention, neca'ssary science and math courses,
and one-to-one academic; advising.
Pursue your dream of boing a doctor and apply by March 1.
For moro Information, vlsll www. lliu.edu /postbac
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Opinions Editor: Emily Honig

Editorials

Lowering the open-container fine
would defeat its purpose
Decreasing the fine for an open-container violation is a bad
idea and efforts to decrease the amount in the future should be
met with resistance. The high fine acts as a deterrent without
whichColby students would be less reticent to bring open containers outside.
Before the rule was created, Waterville Police and Maine
State liquor inspectors were on campus frequently because they
felt Colby was not enforcing the state's open-container law.
Students caught with open-containers were arrested and their
arrest warranted sufficient probable cause to enter dorms and
break up parties.
.
The harsh open-container law curbed outdoor drinking and
effectively showed the State that Colby was self-regulating.
In defense of the policy change, it could be argued that students recognize the importance of keeping alcohol inside and
will refrain from going outside even if the fine amount is lowered, but the number of citations issued this year suggest students will bring open-containers outside regardless of the fine
imposed.
The motion that did pass Presidents ' Council is restatement
of current policy. Students who are 21 are alread y permitted to
walk in the hallways with open containers. If nothing else, passing the motion, will bring the actual rule to students attention.
Arguing that this motion will be hard to enforce seems outdated because the College already has this policy.
Presidents' Council should be wary when trying to take this
legislation to the next level. Students may find the large fine
excessive, but it is no more excessive than taking an open-container outside is careless and unnecessary. We must understand
that rules of this nature are not intended to be a thorn in our
side, but a means toward achieving a better end.
Colby Security officers are far easier to deal with than police
and liquor inspectors. Security officers cite students and have
been known to break up parties, but they don't make arrests.
Security's goal is to maintain a safe and respectful student body
and security tries to make sure that students fun does not
impede on the safety or well being of other students. Students
should be satisfied with this relationship and be willing to
accede the liberty of walking around with an open-container in
the name of keeping police and liquor inspectors off campus.

Free ice water
Ditto chemical / biological weapons
(though Saddam waged biological
warfare on the Kurds and Iranians
in the 1990's).
. '
Still, nobod y's really sure about
all of this stuff, even the would-be
C.W. Bassett
"pre-emptive strike" enthusiasts
like the President. I saw him wafI have always loved newspapers. fling a bit on this issue on the TV
I've been writing for newspapers last night, but the administration
since high school in the late 1940's, looks ready to go in the Middle
and though my elitist friends sneer East. We're at war, remember, and
at me for reading the local paper the Blackhawks are whirling.
("You can't get the news without
What brought my bitter little
the Globe or the Times"), Ihave no smile was the adjacent story:
major problems with the Morning "Missile Facility To Become Park."
Sentinel. I get the important AP It seems the, military is turning a
stuff , and I keep up with local pot Cold War minuteman missile silo
busts and stabbings near the Bob In. over to the National Park Service in
Last Saturday, I was struck the mecca of all tourist attractions—
almost dumb by the j uxtaposition Wall, S.D. Home of the Wall Drug,
of two stories in the Sentinel—both the schlockiest emporium of fake
AP generated. The longer, more "stuff" in the West.
prominent report was headlined
How soon we forget the nuclear
"Iraq Eviden ce; Less Than Meets threat of the Soviet Union (who
The Eye." In smaller type: "Linkage opposes military action in Iran).
with Al Qaeda may not be so The prairies used to be dotted with
strong."
over a thousand missile silos—
' - The AP staff writer, Calvin there are still 550 left. But now you
Woodwar d, used six quarter-page can buy a fake Indi an drum, ride a
columns to report that even the CIA stuffed bucking bronco and tour the
isn't sure if there are any terrorists missile silo in an hour on your way
in Iraq. Vice President Cheney is to Mt. Rushmore with its busts of
convinced terrorists abound there, our heroes. The Army has decided
but he offers no proof in support of tha t Iraq is not going to incinerate
hte position. One anonymous (for Wall.
pure!) U.S. official says the evidence
We live in a crazy age, "interestof the putative Al-Qaeda-Iraq link- ing," as the Chinese say. I don't
age is "tenuous."
think the time is right for a ground
"J, And evidence for those weapons war in Iraq, but I now know what to
5(f mass destruction supposedly do if I am threatened: I'll light out
noised to wreck global havoc is for the silo in Wall. Snddam will
similarl y fuzzy. No one knows, never fin d me there. Unless he
Eyen VP Cheney admits, how close stops off at Wal Drug for a free
mu Iraqi s are to .nuclear capability. glass of ice water.

I' m never
going to
retire

SGA responds
LastvWeek, the Echo's editorial
board (found "a bone to pick" with
the Student .: Activities Office 's
process of finding j a last-minute
replacement for the Cultural Chair.
While we, too, are glad that the editorial board reported that it didn't
think this "bone" of an issue was the
metaphorical equivalent of a femur,
the original argument became a critique of; our student leaders, asserting that "we cannot count on [them]
to represent us."
. Thafs quite another femur altogether.
Frankly,we are tired of the Echo's
pulling our collective leg. As both
students and accused parries, we are
concerrjgfi with the Echo's one-sided
perspective when reporting the
goings-on of SGA. For the past three
weeks, every Echo has condemned
either the practices or competency of
student leaders. Incendiary headlines (eg: 9/ 12's "SGA has done a
very bad thing") lead directly to censure (eg: 9/ 19's "[Groggel and
Gutekunst] seem to lack the responsibility,leadership or wherewithal to
get things done").
If s disappointing that the Echo's
judgment of SGA (as "lackluster")
was based solely on the first few
weeks of school—the secret
Presidents' Council meeting, "empty
promises," Presidents' Corner, etc.
This August, SGA and Echo editorial
staff decided to forge a better rela-

Kya ws war

tionship.. Improvement is a two-way
street, but every passing Thursday
makes it harder to meet in the middle. .
The Echo champions democracy
in student government, but where is
the democratic representation of
SGA. in its reporting? Sure, it's
intriguing to read about controversy
surrounding this year's committee
appointments, but somehow another venturous appointment slipped
through the coverage: the editor of
this newspaper will serve on the
Administrative Committee.
The Echo may have its own agenda for student government, but we
believe that ifs more democratic to
adapt SGA's agenda to the general
student interest. In essence, we aim
to clarify that as editorials reflect the
opinions of the editorial board (not
the student body), our platform
reflects the mandate of the student
body (not the editorial board).
While we appreciate that the Echo
prides itself on holding our organization accountable, we suggest that
its critical eye turns on itself. Blockquoting telephone interviews, presuming our incompetence, printing
meeting minutes as quotes and disclosing private, personal correspondence from a closed hearing is
unethical
and
unacceptable.
Everyone here knows that sensational journalism sells, but we'd like to
point out that the Echo is free.
—Gretchen Groggel '03 and Jill
Gutekunst '03, SGA president and
vice president

As the father of Kyawswar Win, I
want to express our thanks on behalf
of my whole family to all those,
including the parents of his schoolmates, who wrote to us after the lbss
of our dear son in May 2002.
Because of the distance, the language differences and the enormity
of our loss, we have been unable to
respond to each of those who wrote
such wonderful, heartfelt letters to
us. Please know that the letters have
helped to lessen our grief. It has
been so important to learn as much
as possible about Colby, his friends
and teachers and his days at the college he loved so well.
Thank you most sincerely for
your caring.
—Mr. Lwin and
the family of Kyawswar Win

Queer Task Force
As part of the Strategic Plan for
Colby's future, President Adams has
appointed a task force to study the
campus climate in regard to gay
issues. At our first meeting, the
group made the following decisions:
a. To write to the Echo to. inform
the Colby community about our
work.
h. To change our name from the
GLBTT Task Force (Gay, Lesbian,
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Mew NESCAC practice ;
policy goes too far
4

Draconian athletics rules
i

- J

By AMANDA Elf STEIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Last week the administration
halted all preseason athletic practices. No official announcement or
justification for the decision was
given; coaches and captains notified athletes in an unofficial and
inconsistent manner. As a varsity
athlete, I object to this decision
a nd the r manner in which it was
executed.
This decision impacts 585
Colby -.students in a very direct
manner ,, and was- made with no
student input. This is a troubling
precedent to set. There are a number o_f ways the administration
could, have solicited student input,
yet r
ione were used.
, Through speaking with coach1 es, faculty and our athletic director, T have gained some sense of
y the history , and motivations
behind the current ban. I recognize
;. that-; officially y the New England
, Small . , College
Athletic
Conference's rules ban all preseason practices. F|or the past few
. years, however, preseason activities have been regulated by an
agreement allowing them in limited fashion. .This agreement was
; drafted by . all NESCAQ athletic
I directors and was presented to all
; NESCAC presidents, While some
li reforms of the policies are needed;
|NESCAC policies should more
? closel y resemble those we have
!been'fbilbwing than an all-out ban.
K V/iBfooasoh¦ ' playis:a chance for :
a
!yteftJ^ tot:connecl' and have fun.
j Ofl^nTa genera l ; announcement is
|y $cjnr,; due/ 'andythei' practlces are
ropcrVto artyorie who wants to piny,
i: , !,'This relaxed atmosphere is par-

ticularly crucial for first-years, givBy BRAD SEYMOUR
they find it fun. Many would call
ing them a chance to get to know
PHOTOGRAPHY
EDITOR
themselves passionate about their
upperclassmen in a relaxed environment and to get more comfortsport, the same way a musiciartyis
The recent New England Small passionate about his instrument. , ,;
able with the collegiate level of
,,. A . . musician who is passionate
play without coaches preserit» . < College Athletic Conference presidents' decision to ban out-of-season about his music will not have fun if
Preseason is also a crucial time
for teams in terms of skill and fit- ' participation in athletics goes he is only allowed to play scales
against the very spirit of NESCAC over and over again. The athlete-is
ness. The prior playing experience
athletics.
. the same. For athletes, it simply isn't
prevents a feeling of "shell-shock"
It is indicative of the presidents' fun to only be allowed to participate
that can occur if one has not been
ignorance of the nature of both at the conditioning level.
in a game situation since ihe previNESCAC and Division III athletics.
A musician plays an instrument/
ous season. Preseason play is also
The new rule is not in the best inter- because it is fun to play in the
a key way to' reduce the number' of
est of the student athletes, even orchestra with other musicians of
injuries that will occur once offithough it was founded on this comparable ability. Athletes are pascial practice starts, by letti ng playsionate about their
ers and their bodies adjust to play- , premise.
because of the
The decision,
ing in a gradual manner.
I t is indicativeof the sport
competition, By formade last week
Another important consideraby the presidents p residen
tion is the disproportionate impact
ts' ignorance bidding teams from
participating in the
this rule will have on different ' of the NESCAC
basic pick-up game
schools, forbids about the nature of
teams, The lacrosse cages have
with individuals ,<$£*
any out-of-season both nescacand
been taken off the field; there is
an equal talent level,
practice or comnowhere to practice lacrosse anypetition for ath- Division
more, yet a basketball player can
athletics. the presidents are "
essentially saying
letic teams. The
still go shoot baskets.
sports can't be fun at
rule goes beyond
Outdoor spring sports. are at a ,
the general rule set forth by the the varsity level; this goes against
particular disadvantage due to
College
Athletic everything the NESCAC stands for.
this ruling. Being so far north and ; National
Athletics have been singled qyt
Association because of the way it
so, dependent upon weather
already places us at a s ignificanty defines "practice and competition." by this policy as something thatjs
disadvantage compared to our , The N.C.A.A. does not allow coach- bad for the participants. However,
NESCAC; ,' competitors; this ., first.I es or team members to hold required the simple fact remains that yf cy
fall month or so of good.weather is j athletically related activities outside choose to participate in athletics, just
as musicians choose to play their
a crucial time for lis to play out- ; of the team's season.
The NESCAC presidents have instruments, Any other student at
side before the snow hits. ,'. ' '[ ' ¦ !y \
I am surprised and offen ded ! taken this rule farther by forbidding Colby who claims to be passionate
that NESCACpresidente think it's j any organized out-of-season activi- about any of his activities is encourreasonable to tell me what I can ! ties. This means that a team cannot aged to explore that activity.
and cannot do in my free tirne.y v | even hold a n optiona l, pick-up Athletes, however/are now forbidden to explore their passion.
Students on this campus should j game.
We are now told that we cannot,
By not allowing this type of activhave the freedom toydcterrrilne S
how they , would, like to spend ; ity, the presidents are essentially enjoy our passion outside of a four-l
their time; Some studchts, choose j punishing athletes for being talent- month period. Tills policy is unfair
, to d edi cate a , large^propor'tlbri'j pf.(y . p ¦ed. The vast majority of NESCAC to athletes. It was made in haste ar(d
and even Division HI athletes choose w ith no regard for our opinions. \
:
,
; .. l Cbntlnued bri Pnge'5;VVVV ! to partici pate in athleti cs because
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—Queer Task Force members:
Janice Kassman,^
Margaret McFadden,
Ron Hammond, "
Allen LaPaV
Katherine Stubbs,
Alec Campbell,
Gretchen Groggel '03J
Jason Bougere '03,
Steven Sarno '04
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Bisexual, Transgender, Transsexual)
to the Queer Task Force. We use
"Queer" as an umbrella terrrt,\
encompassing not only gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender,, intersexed
and questioning people, but also aljt,
those who do not feel they fit neatly
info normative categories of gender,
sex and sexuality. "Queer" is inclusive of the many different and often .
fluid identities embraced by mem;
bers of this community. By,redefin- j
ing what was once a pejorative term£<)
we join the national movement, to. •¦
reclaim it and defuse its power to.
,
harm.
c. To let the community know
that we will not be issuing a report
or granting interviews at this time.
Our report will be presented directly,
to President Adams.
^ ,
The Queer Task Force will be
^!
actively soliciting the views of mem-'*
bers of the Colby community on a <
wide range of issues affecting the
Queer community at the College.
Interested persons should feel free to
contact any member of the Task
Force to share their ideas. .
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Opinions
Decreasing the fine for an open-container violation is a bad
idea and efforts to decrease the amount in the future should be
met with resistance. The high fine acts as a deterrent without
which Colby students would be less reticent to bring open containers outside.
Before the rule was created, Waterville Police and Maine
State liquor inspectors were on campus frequently because they
felt Colby was not enforcing the state's open-container law.
Students caught with open-containers were arrested and their
arrest warranted sufficient probable cause to enter dorms and
break up parties.
The harsh open-container law curbed outdoor drinking and
effectively showed the State that Colby was self-regulating.
In defense of the policy change, it could be argued that students recognize the importance of keeping alcohol inside and
will refrain from going outside even if the fine amount is lowered, but the number of citations issued this year suggest students will bring open-containers outside regardless of the fine
imposed.
The motion that did pass Presidents' Council is restatement
of current policy. Students who are 21 are alread y permitted to
walk in the hallways with open containers. If nothing else, passing the motion, will bring the actual rule to students attention.
Arguing that this motion will be hard to enforce seems outdated because the College already has this policy.
Presidents' Council should be wary when trying to take this
legislation to the next level. Students may find the large fine
excessive, but it is no more excessive than taking an open-container outside is careless and unnecessary. We must understand
that rules of this nature are not intended to be a thorn in our
side, but a means toward achieving a better end.
Colby Security officers are far easier to deal with than police
and liquor inspectors. Security officers cite students and have
been known to break up parties, but they don't make arrests.
Security 's goal is to maintain a safe and respectful student bod y
and security tries to make sure that students fun does not
impede on the safety or well being of other students. Students
should be satisfied with this relationship and be willing to
accede the liberty of walking around with an open-container in
the name of keeping police and liquor inspectors off campus.

Free ice water
I'm never
going to
ret ire
C.W. Bassett
I have always loved newspapers.
I've been writing for newspapers
since hi gh school in the late 1940's,
and though my elitist friends sneer
at me for reading the local paper
("You can't get the news without
the Gl obe or the Times"), I have no
major problems with the Morning
Sentinel. I get the important AP
stuff , and I keep up with local pot
busts and stabbings near the Bob In.
Last Saturday, I was struck
almost dumb by the juxtaposition
of two stories in the Sentinel —both
AP generated. The longer, more
prominent report was headlined
"Ira q Evidence: Less Than Meets
Th e Eye." In smaller type: "Linkage
with Al Qaeda may not be so
strong."
• The AP staff writer, Calvin
Woodward, used six quarter-page
columns to report that even the CIA
•isn't sure if there are any terrorists
in Iraq, Vice President Cheney is
convinced terrorists abound there,
but he offers no proof in support of
his position. Ono anonymous (for
|sure!) U.S. official says the evidence
[of the putative Al-Qaeda-Iraq linkage is "tenu ous."
V And evidence for those weapons
iJff mass destruction supposedl y
Seised to wreck glob al hav oc is
fij milarl y fuzzy. No one knows,
feyen VP Cheney admits, how close
Jtji e Iraqis arc to nuclear capability.
*.:
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SGA responds
Last- week, the Echo's editorial
board found "a bone to pick" with
the Student Activities Office's
process of finding ,a last-minute
replacement for the Cultural Chair.
While we, too, are glad that the editorial board reported that it didn't
think this "bone" of an issue was the
metaphorical equivalent of a femur,
the original argument became a critique of .our student leaders, asserting that "we cannot count on [them]
to represent us."
That's quite another femur altogether.
Frankly,we are tired of the Echo's
pulling our collective leg. As both
students and accused parties, we are
concerned with the Echo's one-sided
perspective when reporting the
goings-on of SGA. For the past three
weeks, every Echo has condemned
either the practices or competency of
student leaders. Incendiary headlines (eg: 9/ 12's "SGA has done a
very bad thing") lead directly to censure (eg: 9/ 19's "[Groggel and
Gutekunst} seem to lack the responsibility, leadership or wherewithal to
get things done").
If s disappointing that the Echo's
judgment of SGA (as "lackluster")
was based solely on the first few
weeks of school—the secret
Presidents' Council meeting, "empty
promises," Presidents' Corner, etc.
This August, SGA and Echo editorial
staff decided to forge a better rela-

tionship. Improvement is a two-way
street, but every passing Thursday
makes it harder to meet in the middle.
The Echo champions democracy
in student government, but where is
the democratic representation of
SGA in its reporting? Sure, it's
intriguing to read about controversy
surrounding this year's committee
appointments, but somehow another venturous appointment slipped
through the coverage: the editor of
this newspaper will serve on the
Administrative Committee.
The Echo may have its own agenda for student government, but we
believe that it's more democratic to
adapt SGA's agenda to the general
student interest. In essence, we aim
to clarify that as editorials reflect the
opinions of the editorial board (not
the student body), our platform
reflects the mandate of the student
body (not the editorial board).
While we appreciate that the Echo
prides itself on holding our organization accountable, we suggest that
its critical eye turns on itself. Blockquoting telephone interviews, presuming our incompetence, p rinting
meeting minutes as quotes and disclosing private, personal correspondence from a closed hearing is
unethical
and
unacceptable.
Everyone here knows that sensational journalism sells, but we'd like to
point out that the Echo is free.
—Gretchen Groggel '03 and Jill
Gutekunst '03, SGA president and
vice president
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As the father of Kyawswar Win, I
want to express our thanks on behalf
of my whole family to all those,
including the parents of his schoolmates, who wrote to us after the loss
of our dear son in May 2002.
Because of the distance, the language differences and the enormity
of our loss, we have been unable to
respond to each of those who wrote
such wonderful, heartfelt letters to
us. Please know that the letters have
helped to lessen our grief. It has
been so important to learn as much
as possible about Colby, his friends
and teachers and his days at the college he loved so well.
Thank you most sincerely for
your caring.
—Mr. Lwin and
the family of Kyawswar Win

Queer Task Force
As part of the Strategic Plan for
Colby's future, President Adams has
appointed a task force to study the
campus climate in regard to gay
issues. At our first meeting, the
group made the following decisions:
a. To write to the Echo to inform
the Colby community about our
work.
b. To change our name from the
GLBTT Task Force (Gay, Lesbian,

Bisexual, Transgender, Transsexual)
to the Queer Task Force. We use
"Queer" as an umbrella term,\
encompassing not only gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender, intersexed
and questioning people, but 'also , all;
those who do not feel they fit neatly
into normative categories of gender,
sex and sexuality. "Queer" is inclusive of the many different and often
fluid, identities embraced by members of this community. By redefining what was once a pejorative term?*^
we join the national movement , to. -.
reclaim it and defuse its power to.
,
harm.
c. To let the community know
that we will not be issuing a report
or granting interviews at this time.
Our report will be presented directly,
to President Adams.
The Queer Task Force will be^
actively soliciting the views of mem-'*1
bers of the Colby community on a '
wide range of issues affecting the
Queer community at the College
Interested persons should feel free to^
contact any member of the Task
Force to share their ideas.
—Queer Task Force members:
Janice Kassman,
Margaret McFadden,
Ron Hammond, "
Allen LaPah>
Katherine Stubbs,
Alec Campbell,
Gretchen Groggel '03,
Jason Bougere '03,
Steven Sarno '04
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Draconian athletics rules
By AMANDA EPSTEIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last week the administration
halted all preseason athletic practices. No official announcement or
justi fication for the decision was
given; coaches and captains notified athletes in an unofficial and
inconsistent manner. As a varsity
athlete, I object to this decision
and the manner in which it was
executed.
This decision impacts 585
Colby,.students in a very direct
manner,,and was made with no
student input. This is a troubling
precedent to set. There are a number of ways the administration
could have solicited student input,
yet none were used.
Through speaking with coaches, faculty and our athletic director, I have gained some sense of
the history and mot ivations
behind the current ban. I recognize
that officially the New England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference's rules ban all preseason practices. For the past few
years, however, preseason activities have been regulated by an
agreement allow ing them in limited fashion. This agreement was
drafted by all NESCAC athletic
directors and was presented to all
NESCAC presidents. While some
reforms of the policies are needed,
NESCAC policies should more
closely resemble those we have
been following than an all-out ban.
jRresoason play is a chance for
tenaisVto connect ond have fun.
Often' a general announcement is
sent out , an d the, practices are
open to anyone who wants to play.
This relaxed atmosphere is par-

ticularly crucial for first-years, giving them a chance to get to know
upperclassmen in a relaxed environment and to get more comfortable with the collegiate level of
play without coaches present.
Preseason is also a crucial time
for teams in terms of skill and fitness. The prior playing experience
prevents a feeling of "shell-shock"
that can occur if one has not been
in a game situation since the previous season. Preseason play is also
a key way to reduce the number'of
injuries that will occur once official practice starts, by letting players and their bodies adjust to play- ,
ing in a gradual manner.
Another important consideration is the disproportionate impact
this rule will have on different
teams. The lacrosse cages have
been taken off the field; there is
nowhere to practice lacrosse anymore, yet a basketball player can
still go shoot basketsOutdoor spring sports are at a
particular disadvantage due to
this ruling. Being so far north and
so dependent upon weather
alread y p laces us at a significant
d isadvant a ge compare d to ou r
NESCAC competitors; this first
fall month or so of good weather is
a crucial time for us to play outside before the snow hits,
I am surprised and offende d
that NESCAC presidents think it's
reasonable to tell me what I can
and cannot do in my free time. .
Students on this campus should
hav e th e fr eedom to determine
how they would, like to spend
their time. Some students choose
to dedicate a large proportion of

Continue d on Page 5

New NESCAC practice ,
policy goes foo far
<
__

By BRAD SEYMOUR
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

The recent New England Small
College Athletic Conference presidents' decision to ban out-of-season
participation in athletics goes
against the very spirit of NESCAC
athletics.
It is indicative of the presidents'
ignorance of the nature of both
NESCAC and Division III athletics.
The new rule is not in the best interest of the student athletes, even
though it was founded on this
premise.
The decision,
made last week
by the presidents
of the NESCAC
schools, forbids
any out-of-season
practice or competition for athletic teams. The
r ul e eoes bevon d
the general rule set forth by the
National
College
Athletic
Association because of the way it
defines "practice and competition."
The N.C.A.A. does not allow coaches or team members to hold required
athletically related activities outside
of the team's season.
The NESCAC presidents have
taken this rule farther by forbidding
any organized out-of-season activities. This means that a team cannot
even hold an optional, pick-up
game.
By not allowing this type of activity, the presidents are essentially
punishing athletes for being talented. The vast majority of NESCAC
and even Division III athletes choose
to part i ci pate i n a thletics because

•/ .

they find it fun. Many would call
themselves passionate about their
sport, the same way a musician- is
passionate about his instrument. .;
A musician who is passionate
about his music will not have fun if
he is only allowed to play scales
over and over again. The athlete-is
. the same. For athletes, it simply isn't
fun to only be allowed to participate
at the conditioning level.
A musician plays an instrument/
because it is fun to play in the
orchestra with other musicians of
comparable ability. Athletes are passionate about their
sport because of the
competition. By forbidding teams from
participating in the
basic pick-up game
with individuals dfy
an equal talent level,
the presidents are
essen tially saying
sports can't be fun at
the varsity level; this goes against
everything the NESCAC stands for.
Athletics have been singled o.u t
by this policy as something that is
bad for the participants. However,
the simple fact remains that we$
choose to participate in athletics, just
as musicians choose to play their
instruments. Any other student at
Colby who claims to be passionate
about any of his activities is encouraged to explore that activity.
Athlet es, however, are now forbiaden to explore their passion,
We are now told that we cannot
enjoy our passion outside of a four- *^
month period. This policy i s unfa i r
to athletes. It was made in haste and
with no regard for our opinions. ;

It is indicative of the
p residents' ignorance
about the nature of
both nescacand
DivisionIII athletics.
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Ditto chemical/biological weapons
(though Saddam, waged biological
warfare on the Kurds and Iranians
in the 1990's).
Still, nobod y 's really sure about
all of this stuff, even the would-be
"pre-emptive strike" enthusiasts
like the President. I saw him waffling a bit on this issue on the TV
last night, but the administration
looks ready to go in the Middle
East. We're at war, remember, and
the Blackhawks are whirling.
What brought my bitter little
smile was the adjacent story:
"Missile Facility To Become Park,"
It seems the military is turning a
Cold War minuteman missile silo
over to the National Park Service in
the mecca of all tourist attractions—
Wall, S.D. Home of the Wall Drug,
the schlockiest emporium of fake
"stuff" in the West.
How soon we forge t the nuclea r
threat of the Soviet Union (who
opposes military action in Iran).
The prairies used to be dotted with
over a thousand missile silos—
there are still 550 left. But now you
can buy a f ake Ind ian drum , ride a
stuff ed bu ck i ng b ronco a nd tour th e
m issi le silo in an h our on your w ay
to Mt. Ru shmore with its busts of
our heroes. The Army has decided
th at Iraq is not going to incinerate
Wall.
We l i ve i n a crazy age, "interesting," as the Chinese say. I don't
th ink the time is right for a ground
war in Ir a q, but I now know what t o
do if I am threatened: I'll light out
for the silo in Wall. Saddam will
never find me there. Unless he
stops off at Wall Drug for a fre e
glass of ice water,

J°hn Mahoney '05 : .
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Letters

Editorials

Lowering the open-container fine
would defeat its purpose

Opinions Editor.Emily Honig
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we phrase it? Oral...copulation. Ahh, the glory
, that is college..
At times that year I'fel t like a character in a
[ If I could do it all over again...
Brett Easton Ellis novel, floating through the
re There are some things I wouldn't have weeks at Camp Colby like a kite soaring aimlessChanged a bit about my first year.
ly through the sky (pun intended). Now I'm three
ii; I don't think I'll ever forget some of the things years older, and, as the cliche' goes, three years
wiser. I can t say that I'm
£:witnessed during my first year at
proud of my shenanijplolby. For instance, the time when I
AS I TRACED OUT A NUMBER
patched, from a relatively safe disgans as a first-year, but I
;|fcahce, a certain male student rip GREATER THAN THE SUM OF
can't say that I have too
across the snowbound Presidential
many regrets, either.
The one regret I do
lawn like a stunt driver in an SUV MY ENTIRE LIFE'S EARNhave, however, is that
&ivertisemerit.
INGS, HE LOOKED AT ME
along with all those
?.'Or the time ,I watched a rather
absurdly giddy memoridiculous senior tattoo his Ford WITH KNOWING EYESAND
ries, I also accumulated
Explorer with his paintball gun at
pbint blank range. Or the first time I SAID, "YOU NEED TO FIND A the residue of a year full
of
mistakes,
most
ifeid eyes upon the prize possession of BALANCE IN YOUR LIFE. "
notably those damn
%ie of the College's most distinthree little numbers with
giushed alumni/ who shall remain
nameless here, but who will be forever ingrained .the decimal point, and the resulting disappointin my memory for his remarkable ability to con- ment of my parents.
The important thing is that I learned from my
struct apparatuses (if you're not sure to what I'm
mistakes. Before I left home for school sophomore
referring, just use your imagination).
V1/ And then there's perhaps my favorite story . year, my father asked me to fill a check made out
from my first year, which I was not fortunate to Colby College. As I traced out a number greater
enough to witness. I would be referring to the than the sum of my entire life's earnings, he
jkme When a friend of mine woke up sitting in the looked at me with knowing eyes and said, "You
middle of his room with skipping techno music need to find a balance in your life."
Now if I may, I'd like to be didactic for a
'blaring and two rather dubious fem ale acquaintances of his providing him with, oh, how shall moment or two.

Full
disclosure
Emily Honig
¦¦
' ' Not to beat a dead horse repeatedly into the ground, but I really
think cell phone use on campus has
Jgotten out of hand. This isn't a luddite statement against technology,
nor a socialist complaint about
social stratification with technology. This is about my own personal
annoyance; keep your cell phone to
yourself. . .
' ^Although a cell phone owner
thyself, I am still peeved by people
Who uses their cell phones walking
jfacross campus or in line in the dining halls. I am infuriated by the
sound of that annoying Nokia song
beeping away during a lecture
because someone forgot to turn off
his 5160. I am absolutely maddened by a phone that rings in the

middle of a party. It is people like one notices you.)
these that cause all those stereoIn short, there is no reason to
types about cell phones.
call Dadd y from the bench outside
Quite frankly, I would love the spa during your lunch hour. Do
someone
to
you really think
anyone wants to
explain to me
DO YOU REALLY THINK
listen to you
exactly what is so
damned
impor- ANYONE WANTS TO LISTEN arguing
with
tant! In my opinyour
parents
about whatever
ion, on a campus TO YOU ARGUING WITH
trivial topics you
like this, there are
YOUR PARENTS ABOUT
can think df
exactly two even
s e m i - e x c u s a b l e WHATEVER TRIVIAL TOP. about which to
reasons to bring a
complain? Sadly,
cell phone out in ICS YOU CAN THINK OF
I have witnessed
atrocities
like
public: if you're ABOUT WHICH TO COMthis more than
waiting for a call
from an extremely PLAIN?
once this year.
It's inconsiderimportant person
that .you absolutely cannot miss on ate to others because it's embarpain of a tortured death,' or if your rassing to listen to.
It is true that having a cell
dorm room is encased in lead so
you don't get reception there (in phone up here makes sense, both
which case you still have no reason for those who have cars and don't
to be walking across the quad with want to be stranded in New
a phone glued to your ear; you Hampshire with a blown-out oil
should be hidden somewhere-so no pan and an . unhelpful cop who

CAPTAINS' PRACTICES Vital
f o rthose wholove their sports

^Continued f r om Page 4

that time to one activity such as
singing or student government;
athletics should not be unfairly targeted.
¦
v The Colby administration seems
to 1 think preseason activi ties are
overly organized and not voluntary. Colby is a Division III school
as a member of the NESCAC,
&nd,
y
has certain expectations that athletics occupy a secondary role to academics. That is wh y pre sea son
practices should be motivated by
pl ayers , not the coach, and should
be 100 percent optional for a limited amount of time each week. As
far as organization goes, some
degree is needed to maintain safety.
,f
* \tf agreed-upon time and p lace are

The only thing better than getting bamboozled
with your buddies is getting bamboozled With
your buddies after you do a great job on that
paper you have due the next day. My point is a
very simple one. Have fun, live life; take advantage of the chance to meet the amazing, interesting people here at Colby. Just don't forget what
>«
you're really here to do: learn.
Of course, at least half of the knowledge you
acquire during your four years at Colby will be
learned outside of the classroom, but therms still
that other half to vyorry about. And trust-me, as
someone who's been there and done that, it really
isn't worth it to get saddled with a low GPA
because you had a little too much fun as a firstyear.
Don't get me wrong; I'm still known to go out
and cause a little mischief now and then, but these
days it's not so much an alternative to my-work as
it is a reward for doing it well. Senior year is about
job searches and graduate school applications,
both of which depend largely upon, yes, you
guessed it, your GPA, and if 11be upon you before
you know it.
So go to class, do your work and avoid having
to write off a year of partying as an "adjustm ent
period." Trust me, you'll still have plenty of time
¦
' .- ^ ain-..
for less scholarly pursuits.
If you don't listen to me, thafs fine. LjuSt'-hope
that in three years, you don't ever think to yourself: If I could do it all over again...

not overly regimented restrictions;
they are necessary if we want to be
able to scrimmage.
We must be realistic about this
new ban and the prospect of its
enforcement. Teams will most likely find a way around it. This rule
will force them to sneak around,
leading to an increased need for
organization and commitment and
decreased safety. Surely this is not
the result the NESCAC is hoping
for.
Preseason practice is an important issue. Yes, there were some
teams pushing the rules too far,
and those practices should be
curbed; many teams, how ever ,
were sticking to the spirit of the
NESCAC rules.

feels too sorry for you to give you a
speeding ticket (this happened to
me), and for those who realize that
it costs less to have a cell phone
than to use , Colby long distance
service.
That said, however, it defies me
to understand why at a school this
small, anyone needs to carry
around a phone. We can reach our
voice mail from any phone on campus, besides which there is the
inescapable fact that at any given
time, any given person can only be
in so many places. It's not that hard
to find them. It's also not that hard
to find you, and if someone wanted
to find you, they would anyway.
If someone says, "call my cell
later!" it makes me less likely to
make the effort. They lose life
points.

Emily Honig is the
Echo Op inions Editor
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By SABRINA DE ABREU

United States and the rest of the World.,
Also, by acting unilaterally, the ".
United States takes full financial, serial!
The terrorist attack on Sept. 11 and moral responsibility for the war,
marked a turning point in contempo- making itself the target of increasing
rary history. Not only was it an affront Muslim, resentment and forcing its
¦¦'
to the world's most powerful country, people to bear the financial costs.
But what is even riskier is that with;
but it also had the impalpable nature of
a stateless attack. President Bush, the moral rhetoric Bush has used for;
under the pressure of reconciling justifying action, he is setting a prece-;
domestic demands for justice with' a dent for other nations to imitate this:
sound foreign policy, has chosen the example. Should other states claimthat 1
path of war. Yet, despite the vast they are under a terrorist threat (e.g,
approval1 he has secured domestically Russia with Chechnya, Pakistan/India
and internationally, the possible con- with Kashmir, etc.) they could invoke!
frontation with Iraq has aJso(met well- the ¦American precedent of striking!
¦¦ ¦
¦¦ , ¦
without evidence or the permission of!
founded criticism.
;
The United States government has the United Nations.
declared its intention to introduce
Even if war is undertaken unilater-I
United Nations inspectors, and in this ally by the United States, what could ,'
met Iraqi resistance. President Bush be the possible consequences? In the;
has clearly stated he will not hesitate to best scenario, America will have a suc-|
act; unilaterally. Either measure will cessful, quick $100 billion incursion in>
undermine the sovereignty of the Iraqi Iraq. What then? Is the United States!
State and cause a credibility/legitima- going to force Iraq into democracy? |
Will democracy bring stability to;
cy crisis for Hussein.
'
As William Cotter Distinguished Iraq, or will it leave a power vacuum?^
Teaching Professor of Government The opponents to Hussein's power are£
Kenneth Rodman pointed out during currently an amalgamation of scat-j i
the Iraqi discussion on Wednesday tered groups that could break into con-j
Sept. 25, we're left with the cynical fronting factions once he is out ofi
assumption that in the four years' since power. Furthermore, an American-!
inspectors left Iraq, it has rearmed sponsored government might bring|
itself. President Bush is convinced that about more opposition from the Iraqis^
t
Iraq has chemical weapons, and they than President Bush expects.
Finally, there is the possibility thatf
are a potential threat for the American
the Iraqi war will fuel discontent inpopulation.
Is suspicion.enough justification to other Muslim countries, or peoples}
strike Iraq and topple its leader? When currently in strife, who perceive thejj
politicians resort to rhetorical fallacies American initiative as a quest against*:
r
like "the absence of evidence is not evi- Islam.
The bellicose path Bush has chosen?
dence of absence," (Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld) we should may have unintended consequences'
be getting suspicious, not of other for the United States and the interna-^
countries, but of our own leaders' tional order. I believe the AmericanJ;
, '
population is obligated to analyze*
motivations.
So far, President Bush has obtained what their President is doing and raticK
an overwhelming number of allies for nally decide if it is the right course ok
his initiatives, but still has threatened action. The American population has*
to act unilaterally should support be the right to demand that Bush's resohK
tions be the result of a thorough bene-f
denied to him.
The argument is that the United fit-cost analysis and not of a quest foa
States is the party with the most at popularity.
stake in the war against terrorism. Yet,
Monday Oct. 6, the White House is
unilateral action would set the whole opening its phone lines to people whty.
of the financial and moral burden on wish to express their opinion of the
the United . States' shoulders. potential war. People should take this
Moreover, the contemptuous, bullying opportunity and send Bush the mes-i
attitude President Bush has adopted sage that his opinion is not held by alii
\w
with United Nations' authorities could Americans.
deteriorate relations between ' the
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

You don 't need no 's in diffe rent area cod es
By DAWN SPINNER and
JENNIFER WITHNELL
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

It seems as if nearly everyone
comes to college with a serious high
school relationship still tainting
his/her actions and perceptions.
Granted, some of these relationships are over and people are merely
waiting for time to heal all wounds.
Others, h owev er, remain intact;
h op es of monog a my linger, The
lovers believe that their adoration
can traverse all obstacles, even the
really cute blonde next door. How
often does that home-based relationship actuall y last past Thanksgiving
break?
Colby does a superb job of stepping on dreams of "forever." Firstyears inevitably self-destruct in more

ways than one. By the end of first
semester, they are no longer the quiet,
sober virgins who see Colby as it was
first presented to them through the
eyes of a bubbly tour guide in the
sunny month of May.
To the dismay of much of the academic and administrative hierarchy,
they have missed class, learned the
rules of Beer Die and probably
woken up on the floor of the bathroom with no recollection of the prior
night.
Temptation is remarkable and
adultery is everywhere. On a campus
where the keg is always tapped and
sex is as casual and common as J,
Crew kh ak is, it is a challenge to find
a Romeo who is actuall y faithful to a
home-based Juliet. Unless your
sweetheart still attends the high
school where you were worship ed ,

Note: Tlie opinions expressed in this coniic strip are those of the artist and are not necessari ly shared by the Echo.
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wears a chastity belt and is hotter yellow kissy face is really going to
than Suzie Cute from down the hall replace the look from your neighbor
(and yes, when she slipped her hand when you stepped out of your r oom
¦!
in a towel.
down
your
One last word for
pants it was ON A CAMPUS WHERE THE
first-years: your five-;
more than a
fr
iendly hell o), KEG IS ALWAYS TAPPED AND fingered friend can
only tide you over for
there is no reason to burn, SEX IS AS CASUAL AND COM- so long, Eventually,
you are going to slip;
pine and per- MON as J. Crew khakis ,
up, and as much as
ish.
If s time to it is a challengeto find
you would like to dis-;
miss it as an herb-;
rip that Bandinduced dream, you;
Aid off in one a Romeo who is faithful
will probably rememsmooth swipe to a home-basedJuliet.
ber things pretty
an d get on
vividly when you see
with it. The
weekends get wasted racking up the her in the dining hall the next day.'
long-distance bill and then by star ing You a re much b etter off br eak ing up
at the instant messenger since Daddy now. Why wait until the last week of!
cuts you off wh en your phone bill the semester to enjoy the company of
reaches three figures. As if that little your obscenel y attractive peers?

,'
,'
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Affection displayed abroad lacking at Colby
By ALEXIS GRANT

strict heterosexual code and Colby's
all-accepting, free-love culture: It is
not unusual for Cameroonian men,
If s hard to believe that just four regardless of age, to hold hands. I'd
months ago, I was living in a coun- often witness this on my way home
try where citizens who claimed to be from class in the afternoon , when
gay would be shunned by their com- university students had just finished
munity and—according to my pro- their academic day and were walkgram director—even deported from ing towards town, laughing and
reminiscing with their hands
the country.
In Cameroon, where the tradi- clasped together.Or after one of our
hikes,
long
tional family structure
when
my
is vital to the way of
sign
holding
is
a
Hand
had
group
life, the majority of the
finally reached
population has never of affection between
the top of a
heard of homosexualimountain and
ty. For those who friends
,a tangible
two of our
have, the subject is
assistant protaboo. affirmation of support
completely
gram
directors,
Exp laining the con- and respector - a way
both
of
whom
homosexuality
cept of
were
male
most to sharein the prideof
to
natives
to
Cameroonians would
accomplishment.
Cameroon,
be about as frustrating an
1
held hands as
rationalizing
as
monogamy to my polygamous fami- we looked over the rolling hills.
In their country, hand-holding is
ly in the village. After spending a
a
sign
of affection between friends, a
it
was
rather
shocksemester there,
ing to step back onto such a liberal tangible affirmation of support and
respect or—in the case of my prodampus,
gram directors—a way to share in
a
striking
aspect
of
But
there's
'
Cameroonian culture that creates an the pride of an accomplishment.
Yet, here at Colby, where we theinteresting paradox between their
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

oretically support both platonic and , But somehow among these expectalove relationships between men, a tions exists a leeway for physical
similar show of affection between affection. So why does such a leeway
two male students, violates an fail to exist here?
unspoken social code: How many
Studying abroad raised my
times have , you
appreciation for the
witnessed a pair
freedoms , we have,
Despite the realizations both
of men walking
as Colby stuacross campus of how lucky i am here
dents, and for most
hand-in-hand?
of us, as Americans;
For those of tis at Colby, readju stingto
the freedom of
who have, we
speech,
rights I
the American way of life have asthe
probably.fdid not
a woman,
consider
the also left me with a sense the opportunity for
possibility that
a premium educathe
twosome of disappointmentin my
tion and the liberty
could
be own culture.
for each one of us to
strai ght. Even
follow our own sexColby's continuual paths. But
ous emphasis on accepting diverse despite the overwhelming realizasexualities cannot overcome the stig- tions of how lucky I am here at
ma of homosexuality here in, the Colby, readjusting to the American
United States. If s unfortunate that and Colby way of life also left me
this stigma causes students to avoid with a sense of disappointment in
the physical manifestation of love my own culture.
between friends.
Legally,our freedoms stretch far
Cameroonian expectations and and wide. But, ironically, in practice
stereotypes of masculinity are simi- those freedoms and the stigmas that
men States, if come along with them can actually
lar tO j |hj)ser in the United
serve as
not n^^'traditional:
hinder our inherent desires to dishead of-the family and are expected play affection for one another,
to maintain their image as protector, regardless of our sexuality. .
resilient'both in body and in mind.

Pass the spones , hold th© mayo
$y LIZ BOMZE and
fed us royally. Scones, soda bread
&AITLIN McCAFFERTY
and teacups were on the tables when
EDREIGN CORRESPONDENTS
we came down at 9:30 a.m., and that
L!
was just the beginning. Minutes later
*;.! Every American is afraid to trav- our host walked in balancing plates
el1 abroad. Not because they think of fried eggs, sausage, bacon (similar
their plane will run out of fuel, or to Canadian bacon), baked beans,
because they fear their house will toast and slices of black and white
catch fire while they are away, but pudding (even worse than its counISecause no one makes peanut butter terpart) on his arms. Most of us
like Skippy (I brought a jar with me braved the eggs and breakfast
and cried when it ran out). Irish food meats, but left the pudding discs
has proven both an adventure and a untouched.
Since arriving in Europe, scones
pleasing surprise.
have been a
Ever had black
staple
in
pudding? We have
many of our
not, and do not intend Black puddingis a tradi
diets. They
to become that culturare amazing
ally aware while in nONAL delicacy made of
Ireland. Black pud- BLOOD,ANIMALFAT
, BARE- and they are
everywhere:
ding is a traditional
bakeries, grodelicacy made of LY, OATS,FLOUR
, ONIONS,
cery stores,
blood, animal fat, barHERBS AND RUSK (WHATEVconvenience
ley, oats, flour, onions,
herbs and rusk (what- ER THAT IS). IT IS SLICED
stores, even
gas stations
ever that is). It is sliced
into solid rounds. INTO SOLID ROUNDS.
have them on
Sound good? Some
d i sp l a y .
Irish people eat it every morning Butter and jam are best to spread,
along with their traditional Irish especially when they're fresh from
breakfast.
the oven. And for those who want a
What is a traditional Irish break- special treat, try spreading double
fast, you ask? When we ventured to cream.
the Aran Islands last weekend for a
In fact, butter is everywhere.
class tri p, we stayed in a B&B that Similarly, the love of mayo here is

unparalleled. They put large
amounts of it on everything possible.
They do not use ketchup or mustard on anything. At Burger King, I
asked for ketchup and they gave me
one packet rather than the usual 35.
One very exciting find was the
chipper. A chipper is a place, any
place, that serves fries/chips. They
serve chips, curry chips, garlic chips,
cheese chips, burgers, breast in a bun
(chicken breast—I didn't get that at
first) and anything else that can be
fried easily. We have two favorites
here in Cork: CF.Lennox, which has
the best fries, and Hillbillies, which
has the best breast in a bun.
They make you the food, wrap it
up in newsprint and send you on
your way. There are bouncers at the
chipper in order to keep late night
revelers under control.
We have been there on occasion
at 3 a.m. Tim Glew '04 has Tazz's
(the bouncer from the Lennox)
mobile number programmed into
his cell phone. We are regulars.
But when we cook for ourselves,
it's our call. The English Market—an
enclosed venue of produce stands,
butchers, cheesemongers, confectioneries, fishmongers, bakeries and
preserved goods—is all the rage. I
often spend a good half-hour ogling

Hone no.premisesfogr our trainedprofessional stuff.

Here s What s Playing Friday, Oct. 4
through Thursday, Oct. 10

SKATES, GOLFEQUIP,SKIS & BINDINGS,
KACQUETS, BASEBAJLL GLOVESSEAMSTRESSft M0NOGK&MMIN&

SATIN ROUGE

:

Nightl y nt 7:00 Matinees Sat/Sun at 3:15

*^ M -^!v^
Sdw
JOSEPH
-c» nrji tf. WCKmtmmv&OKrmuaQQOa * T-SAT <*-$

MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING
Pfi

;

7:10 , 9:03 Mntinees Snt/Sun 3:0.1

TADPOLE

q^-t-^/ao Mwi mkdnMxmitMmm
ikmi
^ iM ckibm. FRI. SMJ

l»(M3 5:20. 8:55 Matinees Sal/Sun 1:20

This excerpt is taken verbatim from the 9/26/02 meeting of Presidents ' Council. I J
For the minute? in f u l l ,p lease refer to SGA's Web site (uxtrw.colby.edu/sga/min-,m
utes).
I
'

Garrett Kephart '03: Hey guys, I really want to com- g
"merit .on something £or a minute. I am sure that you |
all have seen the little "President's Corner"box in the |
Echo. .The Echo has taken the minutes off the website' j
an'd put them in the paper. As many of you have seen, U
they have taken snippets out' of context and have j
used this section of Ihe paper to make us look bad. j
, Please, please be careful in what you say in these j
~
meetings.
!
Some of the things that I have written down today |
are'the kind of thine that the Echo will take and use in j|
tlie paper and personally,I don't want to be associat- h
ed with an organization if this is how we are por- p
trayed in public. All I am saying is be careful, be, |
mature; make sure that you have thought about what ;
you are going to say before you say it. The Echo has !
gone so far as to quote directly from the minutes as |
well. As you know, the minutes are not quotes, but ' j
what you say here in these meetings will, be used g!
against you if you aren't careful. Just something to k
I,
think about.
'

j
What ever
happened to small? is
a

and drooling over the fresh mozzarella and homemade pesto.
The Market also boasts a selection
of goods that are common to
American supermarkets, but nearly
impossible to find in Irish stores like
Tesco or Dunnes. Why shop anywhere but the English Market when
it is the only place to find Skippy
Peanut Butter (even though it is
almost $8.00/jar)?
Pizza. We eat it all the time.
Frozen pizza is one of the only
things some of us know how to
make. It's easy and fast, two things
we care about. . We have tried to
order it a few times, but usually we
end up wishing that we had WHOP,
Spanky's or Papa John's a phone call
away. The crust is either ' floury or
j ust odd, the toppings all come with
mushrooms (even Hawaiian), the
sauce is not pizza sauce and by the
end of the night we are dreaming of
Mayfl ower Hill. Even Dana.
Dominos charged us 60 Euro for
four pizzas.
Colby food , we miss you.
American food, we miss you, too.
Although we are having some exciting culinary experiences over here,
all I can say is that we had better
have
cranberry
sauce
for
Thanksgiving,

HEF&IRSAN1> TUNE-UPS

Pr esidents ' Corner f

a

By MATT KOZAR

p lans for memorials emerged, aj]
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
movement to rebuild the two towers^
to their- original strength was pro-Jj
"I would like a small hot choco- posed, again exhibiting the clearj
late, please. Thank you very much!" sentiment that bigger is better.
J
The country attempted to crush*
The employee who took my
order tossed an irritated glare in my the terrorist cells in Af ghanistan andjj
direction. Her hair was dyed magen- elsewhere using military force. The^ i"
ta' and jungle green, a tongue ring subtext of this exhibition of power!,
evident within her blank expression. by brute force was quite clear to the§
She replied, "Sorry sir, but you mean global community.
2
This message of "bigger is better' s
tall!"
What? What ever happened to lingers even after the one-year^
anniversary of 9/11. As the stock ,
small?
Americans have sized up recent- market struggles to regain balance,
ly,although the alteration of culture Americans have been placing their
is subtle. Quite recently, the custom funds in real estate by purchasing
has been to be stronger, more pow- bigger and more expensive homes, i
erful and dominant. From the menu For example, the Royal Oaks
at McDonalds, its choices of size Country Club in Houston sold
ranging from "medium" to "super roughl y 180 new homes at an aversize," to the immense sport utility age price of about $500,000
vehicles that dominate the roads, (HoustonChronicle.com). Although
Americans have felt the need to this is only one instance, it displays
express themselves in an increasing- this growing trend within the last
year.
ly full-size manner.
When students are writing
Much of this trend seems to be
connected to Sept. 11. Immediately papers, it is drilled into their heads
after the tragic events, Americans that the quality of the text is more
united together, proclaiming that important than the quantity. There
strength is the binding thread hold- are many other ways to show the f
ing the country together. As six strength of a nation th an increasing
the Gross Domestic Product, or
attempting to rebuild two gigantic
towers that mark a painful , point in
Parents lookin g to rent house in
many of our lives. The need to be
powerful and strong may sometimes
Watervi lle area (close, to Colby
appear too prideful.
CAMPUS) FOR GRADUATIONS WEplfEND.
As the country adjusts to tlie
changes that have struck the nation,
we must go more slowly to under 1*)
stand
our role in global equilibrium.
PLEASE CALL JON AT '^P^W
¦
Power and dominance are not '
^
207-859-6723
always the answer.
:^^S^^
/Skf
WITH ANY AVAILABLE tOC^lON
^^^^^^if,I am still waiting for my small
hot chocolate.

MOSTLY MARTHA
I'G Nightly 5:00 Matinees Sat./Su n 1:00
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By MELV LADERA

the option to check out their repertoire,
and hear how it should sound, Ericsonj
y,
said.
Ericson also believes the CD avail-;
You can check out CDs at Bixler.
Thafs right. The Bixler Art and Music abili ty helps st u dents and facult y with, ,
Librar y boasts an extensive collection demonstrations they have in their;
of music available to Colby students classes. Many professors, not just,
and faculty. Many students who are music faculty,use CDs to help demon-;
not involved in the arts are not aware strate themes or cultural topics in vari-,
of this privilege.
ous classes.
-j
Being able to check out CDs in
"We want to promote students to;
Bixler is a fairly new policy, which liste n and apprecia te music," Ericson;
started approximately two years ago in said. "We know they like to enjoy it ir^
the fall. The:collection includes plenty the comfort of their own rooms." . . - , ,
The circulatio n polic y is, howe ver,;
of jazz, Gospel, R&B, soul and classical.They even include popular record- limited. Only two CDs can be checked,
out at a time and they must be;
ings like the Beatles Anthology.
According to Art and Music returned the next day. But so far the,
Librarian Margaret Ericson , when she system has been a su cces s, as it is used
first arrived at Colby, in 1998, there extremely heavily, according to;
was a small, non-circulating collection Ericson.
a\
When asked about whether she is_
of CDs. Originally,CDs at Bixler were
limited to being reserves f or professors co ncerned about st udents illegally '
and were only available at the listening burning CDs, Ericson responded rjy
saying that she trusts the responsibility
stations.
Much of the music faculty thought of the students.
The purchase of CDs primarily
that t here was not enough breadth to
comes out of the Music Department^
the collection, Ericson said.
Ericson, a former music librarian at budget, and there is a lot of input frorrt1
Tufts University, agreed and took the music faculty about which CDs are*
initiative to research CD circulation at chosen for circulation. Arnold
other schools. She did a survey of her Bernhard Professor of Music Paul
peers at other small colleges to figure Machlin requests CDs on a regular,
basi s, Ericson said.
out a system for Colby.
.jk
The library also receives suggesg
Tufts, though it had smaller music
library facilities than Colby, circula ted tions from other faculty, such as mem*,
bers of the Latin American and Africanj
CDs.
Ericson hoped to make music avail- Studies Departments.
i\\
If you want to sample Bixler's vasjy
able to all sorts of people and not have
it limited to certain classes.
collection, just look up what you may,
This hope was realized. Now, a lot want to listen to and don't be afr aid jtp_,
of non-majors who take lessons have check it out.
A&E EDITOR

DEBORAH DOBERNE/ THE COLBY ECHO
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|Orange Crus h p l ays some nosta lgic tunes at the 1980's prom this past weekend.
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Daisey receives a warm iiomecommg

Ir-

By ABIGAIL WHEELER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Friday- Oct. 4

*• Jason Spooner,
Colby Alumnus,
Concert 8 p.m, Mary
^'
. .Low Coffeehouse
' • Jurassic 5 Concert 9
i*v '
'* y.p.m. Wadsworth
:Gymnasium

Saturday- Oct. 5

.• Colby Faculty
"Recital 7:30 p.m.
>ur - Given Auditorium
• Sonny Fortune sax
' Concert 8 p.m,
. Waterville Opera
j House

Colb y alumnus Mike Daisey '96
returned to the stage in Strider
Theater Friday, Sept. 27 in a onenight-only performance of his oneman show "21 Dog Years: Doing
Time at Amazon.com."
Daisey's story began and ended
with a reenactment of a party at
Amazon he drunkenly crashed three
months after leaving the company.
What transpired in between was the
telling of how this rural-northernMaine native left his "micro-ivyleague" liberal arts college and
headed to Seattle to become a part of
Jeff Bezos' Amazon empire.
Armed with a table constructed
from sawhorses and plywood; a
stool; an ultra-slim, silver laptop
computer; a Starbucks coffee cup
and his Amazon.com identification
badge, Daisey told his story.
With these props, a few sound
effects and some li ghting transitions,
Daisey made the world of
Amazon.com come to life, highlighting its cult-like quality and the
eccentricities of the people who wor-

ship the company.
He spoke primarily from his own
perspective, but occasionally took
on the role of other characters that
cropped up in the narrative, stepping into the character of his coworkers, his superiors and his wife.
A one-man show is a challenge to
execute because the responsibility of
keeping the audience engaged rests
solely on a single performer. Daisey
employed several techniques to
make the show dynamic, and his
success was evident by the enthusiastic laughter, and cheering from the
crowd.
He varied the pace of his monologue, shifting from a state of highpitched frenzy into slow, somber
tones. He also relied on repetition of
key humorous phrases. A large part
of his humor was also derived from
the silences between moments of
comedy; Daisey often took long
pauses after particularly funny bits,
inducing the crowd to laugh even
harder while he augmented the
pause with fitting facial expressions
or physical movements,
Some jokes were particularly
funny to this audien ce because he

made reference to his Colby education and his B.A. in "aesthetics" that
hadn't led him to the career he had
perhaps once envisioned.
At one point in his narration,
Daisey delivered a joke that played
on racial tensions and insecurities in
the workplace. After the delivery, he
took a seat back on the stool, and
broke out of his character to address
the audience. Daisey said , he had
placed bets with fellow Colby alumni as to how the joke would go over
here on campus—the joke was wellreceived by the audience. Daisey
announced that thanks to his good
faith in the current Colby community, he figured he had just made
about $80.
The performance ended $vith an
immediate standing ovation from
the audience. Daisey quieted the
crowd and took a moment to thank
the faculty, particularly the Theater
and
Dance
and
English
Departments, for such a warm
homecoming.
Simon & Schuster published a
written version of Daisey's show in
June 2002.

WWW.MIKEDAISEY.COM>

\

Colby alumnus Daisey '96 returns to Strider Theater,

Beer Review
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With such great credentials, one'would
A&E EDITOR
expect a great beer,
"Jaunty, old fashioned label is quitc
^
Maine is well-known for its blue- nice," McGee said. "Ynr! We be Reamberry fields. Some of the world's best ing for the uncharted waters of blueblueberries are grown in our beloved berry Valhalla! Yar!"
"It smells like blueberry, but not
state. But have you ever wondered
what one of Maine's staple products like real blueberry—kind of like bluewould taste like in n brew? This week's berry flavored chocolate," Wentzell
beer battle wns between the wild blue- said.
"Fermented blueberries, not very
berry nlcs of the Atlantic Brewing
ascorbic, Quito fruity, smells like
Company and Sea Dog Brewery.
The pnnel confronted with the task Thad," McGeo said, "Blueberry smell
of determining the boiler blueberry quickly fades to n basic, yeast aroma.'
boor consisted of Thaddcus Fcency '03, Not much hops."
"Strong blueberry smell," Lisk said,
Lcxi Grant '03, Erik Lisk '03, Evan
"Why ya puttin ' fruit In my beer?"
McGce '03 nnd Jill Wentzell '03.
Though the panelists • were
The first ale they samp led was
Atlantic Brewing: Company's Bar Impressed with the strong blueberry
they
aroma,
Harbor Blueberry
were rioT' too
Ale, browed on
thrilled with the
Mount Desert Island j
|y Smells like
taste,
coppery
In the village of
p
p
id
"It doesn't
Town Hill , Mo. Free
taste like bluetours
of
the
berry at nlli"
esteemed brew pub
said;
nro offered regularly,
¦—, Thnddeus Feen'ey '03 Grant
"Where tho
According to the
label, the beer conhell are the bluesldoru Itoelf "Ainorlca'fi Original berries?" Fconoy said, "I was not
Blueberry Ale," It la certified by tho Impressed,"
''Tastes like sucking on a 1932
Mnlno Brewers Guild and fcatuR'n a
light body and a medium-amber color, Detroit penny," McGee Raid. "I might
By MELV LADERA
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drink it if I were a blueberry who hated pleased. Many of them recognized th<j|
blueberry flavor as being far monjj
himself."
Tlie next beer sampled was the Sea prevalent than in the previous ale. ,j
"As long as you don't breathe ;
Dog Blucpaw. Tlie Sea Dog Brewing
through your nosi >
Company is based
while you drink It ;
in Portland, Me.,
Tastes
like
the flavor's great/1
and has three brew
g
, j
ki
Grant
said.
located
in
pubs
"This is th< {
Bangor, Camden
1932 Detroit sorbet of beers,' j
nnd Topsham.
said •
Tlie Bluepnw is p enny.I might drink it McGee
"Light, fruity, no !
anything but blue;
too filling."
It has a light-yellow if I were a blueberry
!
"Tastes like tin
color with a thin
who hated himself .
blueberry pan
ring of lace and litcakes at Denny's,''
tle
carbonntion.
'fj
Fceney said,
According to the
Mff
panelists, the smell
— Evan McGee '03 dog"Tastes
plss,„n dofii
was not as appealthat's been eating
ing as the Bar
3
a lot of blueberries," Usk said.
Harbor.
"Smells like rancid popcorn,"
"Even though this Is a light be(M
Fcency said.
you couldn't drink it n lot—it would M
"Smells like old milk," Wenlzcll like eating cotton candy—it is a litljj|
said,
bit too sweet," Wentzell said.
•$
Overall, the group favored the SeijJ
"Smells like Bcrty Botts every flaDog Bluopaw over the Bar Hnrbcm
vor beans," McGce said.
"Smells like someone left blueber- Blueberry Ale, preferring better tasle la
bolter smell. Thus, the Sea DdJ
ries behind our toilet," Lisk said,
After being appalled by tho smell, Brewing Company wns rewarded wlUK
the panel was very hesitant to try tho another Echo beer review victory. j.j
Blucpaw. However, once they sampled
the beer, the panelists were actually

•^^• suc n on a
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Bring ing the J af f e love
By MELV LADERA
A&E EDITOR

p

•fry ing some delectable dishes in the scintillating "Mostl y Martha."

. . . 9r j j WWW.GERMAN-CINEMA.COM

.sab /
U:

By CMSTINA JALERU

STAFF WRITER

:i

;j Have you already eaten? It really makes no difference because
After enjoy ing the visuals of this
film, you will come out of the theater craving some good cuisine.
t Mostly Martha" is an amalgam of
topics discussed through the
delightful metaphor of food.
' '- Martha (the very talented
Martina Gedeck), one of the best
chefs in Hamburg, Germany, is also
a_control freak who cools her internal spasms in the fridge room of
the kitchen, that she runs like a
tyrant. Her thoroughness and
obsession with perfection drive
everybody insane to the point
where her boss sends her to a psychiatrist. That, however, is not the
point of the movie, as the poor doctbr surrenders to her culinary lectures without managing to extract
dhy information about her personal
life.
4 , Martha's life is turned upside
down when her sister dies and she
is left to take care of Lina (Maxime

Foerste), her niece who is as reluctant to. open up to the world as
Martha is.
Adding to the change, Martha's
boss
hires
Mario
(Sergio
Castellitto), a lively and charismatic Italian cook who transforms the
German order of the kitchen into a
complete Mediterranean clutter.
Gradually, Martha starts seeing the
world with new eyes and learns
how to let go.
Everything in the movie exists
to suggest certain themes. The
coldness of the "Lido" restaurant,
the precision of the temperature,
the time span over which the food
is cooked, the rigid alignment of
the tables and the anemic lighting
are all in tune with the German
spirit and with Martha's heart. She
cannot communicate with people
other than through her cooking,
which is her art.
Food is a matter of sharing in
many cultures; people sit down, eat
and talk. Martha denies herself
human contact by refusing food.
Whenever things get too hot, she
hides in the frid ge in order to get

back to her natural state, which is
represented by the color blue.
When Mario cajoles- her into eating
some of his spectacular dishes, the
first step in melting Martha's heart
is made.
Lina
presents . the
same
metaphorical symptoms as Martha,
rejecting the food Martha offers as
an appeasement.
This internationally produced
and
starred
film
(Germany / Italy / Austria / Switz'erl
and) is delightful because of its tenderness, truthfulness and humor.
The choice of the cast is excellent.
German director Sandra Nettelbeck
searched for three weeks for the
perfect setting for the two split-second Italy-set scenes, not to mention
the fact that she directed Castellitto
with him not being able to communicate with her.
Whether opposites like German
and Italian can coexist is another
question that the film poses. You'll
only find out if you go see it.
Don't forget to bring your pens
to joy down those wonderful
recipes. '

Karli Jaffe '03 is basically a
celebrity with Colby's ; dramatists,
and she isn't even a. theater and
dance major. Jaffe majors in psychology, but is dedicated to the Theater
and Dance Department in which she
is currently , undertaking a minor.
She has participated in many plays
and is the¦presidents of Powder &
' ¦ ¦¦ ¦
Wig.
Jaffe loves being part of the theater and dance family.
"It's- a tight group because there
is so few of us," Jaffe said. "Like a little cult."
Coming to Colby, Jaffe had no
plans to join this cult. She had practically no experience in theater, Her
one crowning achievement in acting
was at a Christmas pageant in elementary school.
"I was a Jewish elf with lines,"
Jaffe said.
In high school, Jaffe was a student athlete. At Colby, however, she
did not make the women's field
hockey team.
After having a lot of fun on
Theater COOT iri the fall of 1999,
BRAD SEYMOUR / THE COLBY ECHO j Jaffe decided to audition for "Skin of
Karli
's
'[!
'03
Colby
theater
heart
and
soul.
J
affe
,
Our Teeth."
:j '
'
Jaffe fell in love with the whole
...
,-.~u,
atmosphere, and she enjoyed the she plans to participate this year as
Jaffe is also assistant directing
direction of Associate Professor of well.
Powder & Wig's Jan Plan production
Theater and Dance Joylynn Wing.
Though Jaffe didn't always "Raised in Captivity," which will be»
"I like the closeness of the faculty receive major roles, she always did directed by Amy Greenberg '03.
v,
and the students," Jaffe said. "It is a her best in every production.
On top of that, Jaffe is helping
great group of really talented peoJaffe began taking a leadership Holly Brown '04 with Dinner
~*
position with Colby theater after Theater.
.
ple."
Jaffe later took roles in being elected the first social chair for
"I enjoy planning aspects of
"Millennium of Farce," "The Powder & Wig at the end of her first- things, planning events, putting
Winter's Tale," Powder & Wig's year. Jaffe was shocked that they things together, and it seems that
"True West" and is currently cast in chose her.
. .
these characteristics have thrust me
this semester's Powder & Wig proSince then, Jaffe has directed into a leadership position, which I
duction of "12 Angry Men."
"Wait Until Dark" in the spring of never intended to happen," Jaffe <^
'
'*
She also worked with wardrobe 2002 and was recently elected the said.
for the production of "Rudens" in new president of Powder & Wig. As
In the future Jaffe hopes to be
spring 2001. Jaffe participated in the the president of the club, she plans involved with Children's Theater, a'if
'*
'¦
"Vagina Monologues" during both to set up a one-act festival with Bates she enjoys working with kids.
her sophomore and junior years, and and Bowdoin.
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Make your reservation today by calling
1-800-HAMPTO N
or call us dire ctly at 207-873-0,400.
425 Kennedy Memorial Drive,Waterville ,ME 04901
Located at exit 33 off I95
(approximately 1 mile from Colby College)

When you buy products made from recycled materials ,
recycling keeps working. To find out more , call 1-800-CALL-EDF.
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Field hockey defeated by Middlebury
.adl

y

By ERICA AYOTTE

Iffl

'

SPORTS EDITOR

BRAD SEYMOUR /THE COLBY ECHO

yjk achShull 0
' 3 slide-tackles Middlebury p layer during the team 's 0-3 defeat.
¦v

By HEATHER LERSCH

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Despite their best efforts, the
men's soccer team could not fend
off the Middlebury College
Panthers Saturday, .Sept. 28.
j |M.iddlebury walked away with
_ the win, 0-3.
r . "We definitely outplayed them
in the first half, but we didn't get
any good scoring opportunities,"
Dan Ruiz '05 said.
Middlebury did score in the
first half of the game and put two
more into the net during the secbnd half.
'£¦ "Ihe score is not reflective of
, ihow we played," Brian Venti '05

said. "It sounds a lot worse than it
really is."
Goalkeeper Andrew Danzinger
'03 made three huge saves and
contributed to Colby's efforts on
the field.
"We- lose our focus, every time
they score...we just don't stay
mentally [in the game]," Donnie
O'Callaghan '06 said.
Many Colby students and p arents were at the . game. Despite
Colby's thwarted attempts to
score and beat the Panthers,
school spirit was high in support
of the Mules. Men's soccer has a
3-2 overall record, with a 1-2 New
England Small College Athletic
Conference record. The Mules

. 0
Colby
Middlebury 3
played the University of Southern
Maine at 4 p.m, Wednesday,Oct. 2
and continue with NESCAC play
against Wesleyan and Williams
Colleges Oct. 5 and Oct. 6 respectively.
"We haven't played well in the
past two games," Coach Mark
Serdjenian said. "We need to score
some goals soon and just have a
good game this week."

Colby field hockey (5-1) lost for
the first time this season
to
Middlebury
College ,, , (4-2)
Saturday, Sept. 28, 0-2. This is the
fourth time the Mules have lost to
the Panthers in the past five years,
including last year 's overtime
defeat.
The Mules started the game off
strong and kept possession of the
ball in the Middlebury circle.
"Our intensity was strong. We
kept the ball on [the Middlebury]
end of the field ," forward Wendy
Bonner '05 said.
Colby 's intense offense produced scoring opportunities during penalty corners, but the Mules
began to 'waiver toward the end of
the half.
"Twenty minutes into the first
half our intensity went down: We
didn't fully return to:that point for
the rest of the game/ ' Bonner said.
The Panthers' tenacious offense
was too much for the Mulesv In the
minutes before the end of the first
half, Colby had difficulty clearing
the ball beyond their 25-yard line,
allowing Middlebury to score its
first goal.
Refreshed after the half time
break, the Mules were determined
to even the score in the second
half. Forward Adrienne LeClair 's
'05 aggressiveness gave hope to
the Colby offense. She and Bonner
worked up the
field
on
Middlebury's weak-stick side.
LeClair's best scoring opportunity came with a breakaway pass
from Bonner. She shot the ball on
net, and attempted to flick it past

¦
By SUZANNE SKINNER
MANAGING EDITOR
V rL' ;
The women's cross-country team
surprised many by winning the Bates
Invitational at Twin Brook. The men's
cross-country team was not as
pleased with their results, finishing
3rd out of 3 teams.
According to Coach Debra Aitken,

Christine O'Donnell '-03
O'Donnell broke the women's soccer
team all-time scoring record against
University of Maine -Farmington on.
Sept. 18 when she scored her 34th ,
goal. This captain was also last week's
choice for NESCAC Player of the
Week.
BRAD SEYMOUR / THE COLBY ECHO .
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Hy DORI ELLOWITCH
£TAFF WRITER
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! The Colby men 's rug by football
club eas ily won the first game of

the season against University of
Maine-Fnrmington, but
was
defeated in their second match of
the year yj'j sua the Un iversity of
Mainc-Ororio Saturday, Sept. 28,
15-27.
it
The match up against UMO
'was a formidable contest. Both
Maine teams are talented and
determ ined. In 2000, UM O bent
Colby by a sm a ll marg in, and in
2001 Colby defeated Orono on
their home field.
Captain Scott Slvo '03 said ,
"the team had a groat week of
practice; wo focused in the forr
"
|*iv ards , on . defending a usuall y
much bi gger UMO pack. The
" backs had to try to work in some
new starters after a fow injuries
versus UMF forced us to make n
few positional chan ges,"
* Tho beginning of the game was
toug h for Colby, UMO scored the
fi jfflt try.of tho game In tho first 3
irdnutoB of piny.
$* Tho Mules tried to regroup, but
thoy seemed to constantly bo play-

ing catch up. In the end, excessive
penalt i es cost Colb y the game.
UMO scored 15 points off of five
3-point penalty k i cks, which made
all the difference in the game.
Despite the loss, the Mules feel
they will still have a successful
season. Many Colb y players
st epped up the i r games , and this
will prove invaluable during the
rest of th e season,
Slvo snid, "Conn or Bel ivea u '04
was all over the pack at open side
flanker. Captain Adam Grass! '03
is looking more and more comfortable at his new fl y half position and hooker Jon Hierl '03
assumed h is usual role ns one of
the most comp lete players on the
pilch ."
Also notable wns thnt Slvo was
able to score from the rolling
maul , a p lay, that the p layers
worked on In practice . The effectiveness of this now piny again
shows that their hard efforts during practice nro paying off.
"Basic han dling within the
back line and minimizing penalties with in tho forward pack ," will
bo tho focus of their upcoming
practices, Slvo said.

BRAD SEYMOUR/THE COLBY ECHO ,

Colb y Mules dribble past Middlebur y Panthers ' defense .

tl

j ->

OF THE WEEK

I.

Panthers set the tone of the game.
The f atigued Mu les also had ;
several sequences of penalty cor- i
ners to defend, putting strain on'
the team physically and mentally. !
Middlebury scored its' second!
goal toward the end of the game.!
Colby attempted to answer the ;
Panther goals during a series of!
late-game corners. But, the corners .'
proved ineffective, and the ;
Middlebury goaltender shutout!
the Mules.
!
"We'll see them in NESCACs,,'
[New England Small College'
AthleticConference;
Championships] and we'll beatj
them then," Bonner said.
The Mules play Wesleyan;
University (4-1) Saturday, Oct. 5;
and Williams College (4-1);
'
. i
Sunday, Oct. 6 at home ,

Cross-countr y sticks together

DEVASTATOR

Men 's rugby record now
at 1-1 after loss to UMO

the goalie on its rebound. Despite
these efforts, the play ended with
both she and the goalie in a heap
on! the ground and the ball pas t
the end line.
The same dynamic play that
created scoring opportunities for
Colby also landed LeClair with a
yellow card after a controversial
ruling by a referee.
Captain Lyndsay Peters '03
used agile stick-work to dodge the
Middlebury defense and to put
the ball on net.
Midfielder Kelly Welch '04 and
defense-woman Kristin Putnam
'05 whacked the ball solidly on
free hits, but the Mules did not
create passing lanes quickly.
The Middlebury offense husr
tied to the ball and often out-ran
the Colby players. Colby did not
control its own offense, but let the

to win, the women's cross-country
team needed to start slow and stick
together in a pack for the majority of
the meet.
The Mules knew what they were
doing. Karina Johnson'05 "just sat on
the top runners until the 3-mile
mark," Aitken said. At that point,
Johnson sprinted a head to win the
meet with a time of 23:09.
Even with this amazing finish, tlie
Mules have yet to reach their full
potential. Mary Phelps' 04 got a
cramp at the 2-mile mark and
Elizabeth Turnbull '04 got a cramp at
the 1-mile mark.
Aitken expects Phelps to be one of
Colby's top 5 runners for the, remainder of the season. Turnbull should
rank better, as well.
Saturday, Oct. 5, the Mules will
race in the State of Maine
Championship. Although teams from
all . over Maine will be competing, "I
don't think any of them have a team
that will challenge any of the CBB
teams," Aitken said.
As of Sept. 24, Bowdoin was
ranked 12th in Division III Crosscountry Rankings. But the numbers
are misleading. Two of Bowdoin's top
recruits opted not to run this year,
Aitken said.
Althoug h Colby beat Bates this
past weekend , the Mules cannot
count the Bobcats out of the competition. Two of Bates' top runners
dropped out mid-way through the
race due to minor injuries.

"I think it is going to be a pretty
tightly contested state meet," Aitken
said.
.~
The men's cross-country team had1
a similar strategy for the Bates(
Invitational, but they were unable to
stick to' the plan.
"They started to get separated,"
Coach James Wescott said. "You don't.

Although Colby beat
bates this p ast weekend,, <
THE MULES CANNOT COUNT

;

THE BATES BOBCATS OUT OF

\

THE COMPETITION.
get any psychological strength from*
'
that."
"It was a really close competitionl
in many respects. Our coach thinks!
we could have beat Bates and USM if I
we could get our top five runners;
back in good health," Matthew;
Bucklin '05 said.
;
Nath aniel Brown '04 is still trying!
to get back in the game after being!
away from racing for nine months.
"Its just a matter of getting his race
psyche ," Wescott said.
Wescott is shooting for a 2nd place;
finish in the State of Maine Meet ,
Saturday, Oct. 5.
"We have the personnel, we could ;
beat Bates ," he said.

Wom en's soccer comes up short

By CHRISTINA DOTCHIN

STAFF WRITER

Colby women's soccer (2-3)

suffered a toug h defeat to the

Middlebury College Panthers (3-11) at home, Saturday, Sept. 28.
"We had a
great first half ,"
Coach Jennifer
Moisten
said.
"We came out
strong.
The
bigge st factor of
the game was the
wind. It played
to our a dvantage
In the first half ,

We

but against us in

the second half,
Middlebury also
managed to capitalize on some of
the mistakes we
made In the back
field ,"

The

Mules

Colby did , not score another
goal after their initial lead. The
Panthers firmly secured their win
by scoring 2 more goals in tne second half to give them a final score
of 4-1 over the Mules! Middlebury
out-shot Colby 21-12.
"We finally
layed
Colby
p
soccer
dur ing
the first half ,"
Julie Brown '03
"there
said.

were much
^y
*
better in the
f irsthalf because we
showed more heart
and sp irit This will
come into p lay with
our up coming
NESCAC
y*
JU
games.

— Jennifer Holsten
women's soccer coach

were off to n quick start as forward
Lauren Grcmelspachcr '03 scored
the first goal of the game 10 minutes Into the first half off a pass
from Captain Christine O'Donnel l
'03. The Mules' lend.did not last
long, ns the Panthers scored 2
goals within the last 15 minutes of
p lay in tho half.

were a lot of
great controll ed

passing combinations that created the opportunities we have
b een looking for
all
season.
Unfortunatel y,
we didn't chpltallzc on them as
wo would have .
KELLY MARTIN/ THE COLBY
like d to , b ut I Captain Stephanie Hicks '03 chases after loose ball.

really think that

element , Is just around the corner."
"In the second half we wore n
little looser on defense afid . not
winning as many balls as in the
first half ," Stacy Thurston '03 said,
"This allowed Middlebury to dictate more of the play."
"Overall I was pleased with the
way wc Initially came out this

game ," Holsten snid , "We wore

much bettor In the first half
because we showed more heart
and spirit. This will come Into
play with our upcoming NESCAC
[Mew England Small College
Athletic Conference] games this
weekend."
Thursday, Oct. 3 the Mules arc

ECHO J

!;

tra veling to piny n non-conference*
grime against the University ' oft
Southern Maino Huskies, Thoyj j
will also play the Wcsleyai*
University Cardinals Saturday!)!
Oct. 5 and the Williams College!
Ephs Sunday, Oct. 6.
ij
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Q uarter bac k Pat Con ley '03 han ds off to running back Aaron Stepka '05.
By ZACH RUSSEM
STAFF WRITER

BRAD SEYMOUR/THE COLBY ECHO

J ohn Goss '06 atte mpts to kick the ball through the uprights as Pat Conley '03 holds .

Seaverns Field was bu zzing
with anticipation as the Mules
took the field for their 2002 home
opener. Unfortunately, Colby's
ho pes of defeatin g Middlebu ry
for a third consecutive year fell
just short of the uprights.
John Goss's '06 55-yard field
goal attempt was no good, allowing the Panthers to escape with a
17-14 victory.
It appeared that the game was
all but over when quarterback
Pat Conley's '03 pass was intercepted with two minutes left in
the game. The Colb y de f ense
forced Middlebury to punt and
Lee Carlso n '03 returned the. ball
to the Colby 35-yard line, giving
Colby decent field position with
12 seconds left on the clock.
After the return, Kyle Miller
'05 was assessed a 15-yard personal foul for unnecessary roughness.
The penalty meant Goss's
f ield goal had to be kicked from

the 50-yard line. The game came
to an exciting final play in t h e
hard fought contest.
The wind was a maj or facto r
in t he game, and Coach Tom
Austin was not surprised that no
p oi nts were score d again st th e
wind.
Austin went with a different
quarterback against Middlebury,
playing the more mobile Conley
and sitting the stronger armed
Robert Lippert '04. Austin said
t h at t h er e is no desi gnated
starter, an d t h e decision to sta r t a
part icular qu ar terback is based
on the week's practice.
The decision to play Conley
seemed a logical ch oice , as t he
strong wind would make it more
difficult to pass the ball. The
offense was conservative as a
result and focused on running
the ball with Aaron Stepka '05.
Stepka had an outstanding
game with 145-yards on 25 carries,
Colby struggled to move the
ball during the first, quarter,
while the Panthers jumped out to

a 14-0 lead. The Mules came back ^
in the second quarter. Stepka 's
53-yard scamper was the high-;
li ght of an 8-play 79-yard drive ;/ that .closed the gap for Colby, 14- ' .
y. ;y
7..
Lat e in th e second quarte r,; !
Colb y tied the score when Jason' .',
Cunna n e '03 made an extraordiy y
nary leaping catch on a 6-yard; '
fade pass from Conley, making;
;"
the score 14- 14 at half time.
Colby could not maintain
their momentum through the rest .
of the game. For the second game
in a row, Colb y failed to score in~the second half. A third-quarter
f ield goal proved to be a game
winner for Middlebury.
Austin said, "We are disappointed. We had a better week of
prac t ice an d did a lot of positive ,
things; we just came up a little
short."
The Mules will look for their
first win Saturday, Oct. 5 When
the Wesleyan Cardinals come to
]
Seaverns Field.

NESCAC bans captains' practice Volleyball continues stron g season !
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By ERtCA AYOTTE

Soon after, Adams met with all
the NESCAC presidents in Boston,
Mass. to discuss the issue. The
Colby
College
President presidents hoped to establish a
William D. Adams terminated any "solidified interpretation of the
further captains ' or out-of-season ruling, " Director of Athletics
practices for varsity sports teams Marcella Zalot said.
Tuesday, Sept. 17.
The result was "a resounding
"Until further notice, 'captains ' and completely unanimous agreepractices' and certain 'out-of-sea- ment that the existing ruling does
son activities ' will not be permitted not permit captains' practices outat Colby. More specificall y, team side of the season," Adams said.
captains and team members will
Although practices are prohibitnot be permitted to organize or ed, athletes are allowed to engage
engage in out-of-season, student- in conditioning exercises such as
organized and sturunning
or
cicnMcci
group
wei ght-lifting
j ^j tNothin g is
practice sessions of
separately or
their
sports,"
ns a group.
•Adams wrote.
Pick-up games
V Adams did not
are
also
• .create the regulaallowed , but
tion, it has existed
cannot
be
3n the New England
organized by
¦ Small , College
team
mem'Athletic Conference
bers,
-handbook for sev"We respect
eral years. But "no
the fact that
-one was paying
the presidents
, •"attention to the
want to mnl<e
; ;yrule ," Adams said.
the NESCAC
"I
have
been
schools
more
. — William D. Adams
^concerned about
acade micall y
Colby College President focused , but
ythis over since I got
here. Nothing is
we nlso feel
comparable to inler-collcg inlc ath- that they nro Inking nwny a lot of
letics when you consider tho the energy of this campus b y doing
amount of lime, the resources and It at the expense of the student ath!fthe space dedicated. "
letes. The reason so ninny student
V The Issue was brought to a head athlete's come to Colby, nnd other
learl y in September, when men 's ice NESCAC;schools, Is to do it all—
:,hockoy Assistant Cnptnln Evnn gel n great education , play sports
"Kearns '03 was seriously Injured nnd participate in other extracur-during an off-campus practice.
ricular activities. This removes one
SPORTS EDITOR

comp arable
to inter-collegiate
athletics when y ou
consider the amount
of time, the
resources and the
sp ace dediJU
cated.

^^

of the major attractions for people
looking to go to school here,"
women's basketball Captain Sarah
Walsh '03 said. .
"The NESCAC has had a great
reputation in the past for being a
competitive league, not only in
New England , but in the country. I
don 't see schools like Middlebury
and , Williams being as strict as
Colby in enfo rcing their policies
though, so we will be at a disadvantage compared to the other
seliools in our conference," Walsh
sni d. '
Walsh has formed a committee
with several other team captains
including Bianca Belcher '03,
Christine O'Donnell '03,. Clay
Smith '03, Emil y Allen '03, Laurel
Burnham '03 nnd Christina
Dotchin '04 "to ensure that the students have n voice in this matter,"
Walsh said,
Softball Mend Conch Richnrd
Bailey said , "It' s unfortunate that
these young men and women, who
in their spnre lime, nro not permitled to work at a sport which they
love in order to get belter. Being
nblo to give it your very best in nil
walks of life, be it in the classroom
or on the plnying field , lends to
grenter success."
Methods to enforce the policy
nnd discussion about what kinds
of activity is permissible still need
to be discussed, Adnni s plnns to
consult the Athletic Acjvisory
Committee, Ho will meet with the
NESCAC presidents In December
to "report back to each other and
rensoure ourselvoH that wc have a
common goal," Adams said.

By CLIFF WHITE
STAFF WRITER

defeated
Bowdoin
Colby
Wednesday, Sept. 25 in Brunswick,
and went 3-1 Friday, Sept. 27 and
Saturday, Sept. 28 at the Brandeis
Invitational to lift their record to 113.
The Mules had hoped for a good
season, and with the way they've
been playing, they're on track for a
great one.
Colby beat Bowdoin in straight
sets, 3047, 30-26, 32-30, highlighted
by strong performances by Caitlln
Cleaver '06, who had 12 kills, 7 service aces and 10 defensive digs.
Jennifer Radcliffe '06 led the team
with 17 digs;
Captains Laurel Burnham '03 nnd
Alyssn Henley '04 nlso played very
well. •
"Bowdoin is n lot better than they
havo been in yenrs past," Henley
snid, "They've really improved their
gnmb, They're playing moro aggressively, We just had so much momentum coming off big wins at NESCAC
[New England Small College
Athletic Conference] Weekend, with
Williams,
victories
against

Middlebury and Hamilton, and that
energy just continued through the
Bowdoin game."
Colby continued their winning
ways against Babson College and
host Brandeis University, in
Wnltham, Mass.
The team, after a seven-hour bus
ride, came out flat and lost the fi rst
two sets in their fi rst game against
Babson. Colby pulled out the.victory
in thrilling, come-from-behind fashion, 28-30, 24-30, 30-26, 30-13, 15-9.
Abbey Stella '04 had 12 kills and 5
blocks in this exciting mntch-up.
Last week's NESCAC Player of the
Week and Echo Devastator of the
Week, Kimberly Prescott '04 added
46 assists, 11 digs and 4 service aces.
"We didn 't play as well against
Bnbson as we had been playing,"
Henley said. "Wc seemed to gel panicky nnd lost momentum really easily, and we struggled a bit early on.
Volleyball is a game of momentum.
Once you lose it, It's renll y hard to
get back, We had n great game
against Babson, because despite losing the fi rst two sets, we came back
to win, We came together as a team
and rode out the momentum shifts.
It was a big win for us."

Chris tine O'Donnell
named Devast at or of t he
* Week

Middlebury sweeps Col by

see Page 9
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Colby extended their winning
streak to seven consecutive wins
with straight-set victories against
Brandeis and St. Joseph's Colleg$
Colby beat Brandeis 30-23, 30-25, 3$&
28 arid defeated St. Joseph's 30-l|j
.$*,
30-21,30-15.
Their streak was broken with $
loss to Coast Guard .
"J
"We can definitely beat Coai-ft
Guard ," Henley snid. "I think thnt ft
we play like we did agninsjj
Williams, with a lot of fire, intensity
heart and confidence, we can go fur*
ther than any Colby team has gonjg
before, We're right in the middle qf
the hunt for the NESCAC champs
onship. Volleyball is a huge mental
game. The team gets nlong really
well off the court, we have n lot ol
great new talent in the freshman
class, and our tepm chemistry ia
awesome righ t now. Wo trust cadi
other, and that's what's helping ijja
<|jjj
win games ,"
,
Colby volleyball is currentlS!
ranked 8th in Now England, iheitf
highest ranking ever.
Si
The Mules will travel to Hartford*'
Cohn, for the NESCAC Weekend n".
Trinity College Oct. 11 and 12.
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